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3001 * 1890s/1900s MINT COLLECTION. 89 stamps with colors so fresh you'd think they were all reperforated 
proofs, heavily hinged onto two album pages and incl 230-45, 1c-$5 Bureau ($1 type I, impossible to 
determine watermark), 280-82C, 284, 285-93, 294-99, 300-13, E3, E5-6, 1c-50c Dues (impossible to 
determine watermark), PR114-25, some trimmed perfs one or two sides (most notably on Bureaus, 
Newspaper issues), mostly F-VF 5,500

3002 */(*) 3 U.S. OFFICIALS PREMIUM SELECTION of 55 mostly different mostly mint in sales sheets, premium 
include (mint unless otherwise noted) O1-3, O5, O7 used, O13, O14 used, O20 with three "jumbo" 
margins, O24, O24 used (2 incl one VF), O25, O28, O30, O32-33 used, O34, O35 used VF, O41-42, O45 
used, O56 mint and used, O57, O60-62, O63 (2), O65 used, O83, O86-87, O89, O102 used, etc., usual 
mixed condition though many sound and F-VF or better; marked retail about $6,000 2,500

3003 */** 3 UNITED STATES BETTER MINT AND USED BALANCE.  range of material, noted mint: 24 (2), 38, 
40, 65 single and strip/3, 75 used, 79 used, 93, 113, 119 used, 123, 133, 230 blk/4, 275, 287, 374 booklet 
pane/6, 444 guide line pair (PFC), 461 blk/4, 474 blk/4, 272 top pl. # strip/5, 273 top imprint strip/4, 
294 bottom pl. # and imprint blk/10, back of the book includes C1 top pl # blk/6, postage dues incl. 
J1, J3, J40-42, J44 (Scott $375), J48 top plate blk/6 (Scott $1,100), K17-K18 blk/4, PR124, O29 og, O125 
blk/4 w/pl. #, etc.; some mixed condition, high catalog value, generally Fine-VF group 2,000

3004 * S P 1875/1888 ISSUES COLLECTION of 77 stamps, card proofs and specimens heavily hinged onto three 
album pages, includes 3P4-4P4, 1875 1c-90c reissue card proofs, 1869 1c-90c card proofs, 190SD-191SD, 
210S D, 212-18 mint, 1890 1c-90c 1st Bureau (less 8c) mint,  E1-2 mint, J1-7 mint, etc., wonderfully fresh 
colors, few issues trimmed perfs one side, generally F-VF 1,700

3005  3 6 BANKNOTE STUDY WITH CANCELS 1870/72 IN TWO VOLUMES. specialized collection of stamps 
and covers meticulously mounted and annotated on quad pages in two Rapkin albums ranging from 
Scott 134//205, features fancy cancels incl. geometric, grids, NYFM, stars etc., also shades, varieties, grills, 
pairs, strips, with values to 90¢, nice selection of covers w/ better cancels to a variety of destinations incl. 
Mexico, duplication, real old-time collection, hard to find like this, owner's Scott $21,000+, inspection 
recommended, generally F-VF 1,500

3006 * 3 US COLLECTION, 1847/1939. in a Lindner hingeless album beginning with 1-2 used and ending with 
Prexy coils mint, 19th century sparsely filled and mostly used but note 1861/66 issues to 90c used, 1869 
10c, 12c used, some used Banknotes to 90c used, 1890 90c used, 1893 Columbians complete to $1 used, 
1895 $1 type I used, 1898 5c-50c Trans-Miss used, 20th century mixed mint and used (some later NH) 
with premium scattered throughout - Pan Am (4c-10c used), Louisiana used, Jamestown used, assorted 
Wash-Franklins mostly used, Pan Pacific complete used, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, viewing a 
must 1,000

3007 */(*) 3 U.S. COLLECTION, 1851-1934, useful collection of mostly used in Scott National album, occassional 
mint or unused, includes (used unless specified): 24, 29 (pen cancel, small faults), 35, 63, 71, 73, 76, 
77, 78, 87, 97, 1869 Pictorials complete to 12c, 119, 135-36, 145-55, 156-166 (less 164), 182-90, 206-11, 
212-18, 219-29, Columbians complete to 30c, 246-60, 264-76, 280-84, Trans-Mississippi complete to $1, 
294-99, 301-13, 323-30, 343-47 mint, 369 mint, 331-42, 374-82, interesting coils (many not counted), etc., 
C1-6, C18 mint, E1-7, Q1-12, etc, expect usual amount of flaws/faults, generally Fine or better. (Scott 
over $12,500).  1,000

3008  S U.S., OFFICIALS OVERPRINTED "SPECIMEN." COLLECTION. 19 mostly different comprising the 
O1S, O10S, O12S, O15S, O25S, O35S, O57S, O59S, O61S, O72S (2), O77S, O80S, O81S, O83S, plus the 
1c Executive with small dotted "i" in "Specimen" O10Sb (Scott $500), 1c State with small dotted "i" in 
"Specimen" O57Sc (Scott $650), the high value 10c, 24c and 30c Treasury, fresh and F-VF group of these 
rare Special Printings (Scott $6,817) 1,000
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3009 *5 3 

6 

1857, 3c DULL RED, TYPE IV COLLECTION, specialized collection mounted on pages comprising 
16 singles (15 used and 1 unused), one pair on piece, and 17 covers, study shows clear breaks including 
interrupted line and portion of next stamp up to breaks on all four corners, range of covers from 
various towns including a very fine use from "Susquehanna Depot, Jan 4" and guideline single tied by 
blue "Elmira N.Y. Aug 6 1857" cds to Chemung N.Y.; few faults to be expected but overall a nice clean 
collection, F-VF, a neat specialized study of the 3c Type IV (Scott 26A, $6,055) 600

3010 */** 4 MINT BLOCK COLLECTION 1883/1966. blocks of four and plate blocks from 1883/1966 in a small 
stockbook, includes Scott #210, 213, 234 (5¢ Columbian part imprint and plate number), 373 center line 
block, 550, 834, 1053 block and plate block, C1 and C3 center line blocks, C2, C5, C24 plate block of six 
etc., owner's Scott $6,100+, many better items w/ NH throughout, generally F-VF or better 550

3011 * 3 U.S. COLLECTION and BALANCE, five different albums plus collector balances in sheet files, glassines, 
stock books, etc., main collection in Lighthouse hingeless album, 19th century mostly used, 20th century 
mixed, numerous better as (used unless specified): 25, 35, 37, 68-71, 75 (faulty), decent grills to 30c, 1869 
complete to 12c, 119, good Banknotes to 90c, Columbians complete to 30c unused (10c used), 245, 400A 
mint, C1-3 mint, C18 mint, E1-4 mint, E3 plate no. pair NH, etc., other albums include useful 1st-3rd 
revenues, etc., expect the usual amount of small faults/flaws, generally F-VF, view to appreciate 500

3012 */** 3 US COLLECTION 1940/99. mostly NH in 9 deluxe (and heavy) Lindner hingeless albums which include 
the airmail issues plus an additional Scott album for revenues (1st issue on) and 2 volumes for postal 
stationery. most value in NH singles, blocks and sheets of the post 1980s era, occasional premium incl 
1053 NH, 1295 plate block NH, 1974-83 Duck stamps NH, many present both mint and used, generally 
fresh and F-VF; post 1980 Face Value $1,025+ 500

3013 */(*) 3 1873-79 OFFICIALS COLLECTION. mostly mint collection without gum comprising O12 used, rest 
mint: O13, O15-O16, O18-O24, O35-O45, O47-O56, O83-O93, some faults, Fine-VF group 300

3014  3 18/35, 1857 1c-10c CONSIGNOR BALANCE. 12 stamps: 18, 20, 24 (x4), 25 (x2), 26 (x3), 35, some red 
and blue cancels, few small faults, generally Fine (Scott $1,377) 150

3015 */** BOOKLET PANE and BOOKLETS COLLECTION, 1938/99. deluxe Lindner hingeless album with 
panes mostly complete to 1975 (many lh) incl different slogans, 1976 to the end in mostly in complete 
booklets with later self-adhesive, some better, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value $450+ 150

U.S. PLATE BLOCK COLLECTIONS
3016 */** 4 US and POSSESSIONS SELECTION. mostly earlier 20th century issues on sales cards and incl 343-44 

NH, 384 (stamps NH), 463 NH, 481-84 tops (1c-2c NH), 526 NH, 527 top NH, 528 NH, 528A NH with 
"TOP" initials in selvage, 536 NH, 575 top NH, 577 top NH, E13 NH, J45, J49a (some perf seps), QE4 
NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; Scott $5,650+ 750

3017 */** 4 529//C24, 1918-39 ISSUES PLATE BLOCK ASSORTMENT. 35 mostly different plate blocks, majority 
NH (unless specified), includes: 529 (2, one lightly hinged), 537 (o.g.), 639-42, 669-71, 692-701, 756-65, 
C7-9, C12 (small thins, note misperfed selvedge), C24, also includes: 501b booklet pane, 577 position 
blocks, generally F-VF or better. (Scott $2,250+). 300

3018 ** 4 1926-32, EARLY AIRMAIL PLATE BLOCKS ASSORTMENT. five different; C7-8 tops, C9 side plate 
blocks of six, NH, Very Fine; C16-17, both NH. about Fine. (Scott $317).  60

U.S. POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTIONS
3019 * 19th CENTURY CUT SQUARES/ FULL CORNERS ASSORTMENT. neatly sorted and identified in 

glassines and incl U2, U12, U14, U17-18, W20, U29 (2), U35-36, U39-41, U43, U45, W55, U61-64, U67a, 
U72, U75-84, U86-88, W112, W132, U174, U180, U186, U188, U196 (cut close), U199, U225, U243, 
U240, U265-69, U336-38, U344-47, etc., some with tight margins though large majority well margined, 
few duplicates, some minor flaws, generally fresh and F-VF with many VF 1,000

3020 * POSTAL STATIONERY 1900s/2000s ENVELOPES COLLECTION. 100s of mostly mint (some unused 
or precancelled) sorted by issue, highly complete to 1932/2009 and incl prestamped Priority Mail and 
Express Mail envelopes (face $146), better incl U390-91, U414f (printed cc), U454c, U456, U474a, U500, 
U503, etc., nice assortment of different dies/ paper in 1907/16 issue Incl better, most with printed cc), 
useful surcharges, etc., some duplication in later issues, some minor faults generally not affecting indicia, 
mostly F-VF with modern issues VF, bonus of some mint cut squares/ full corners of early 20th century 
issues 600

Bid live on-line via www.stampauctionnetwork.com!
Please note:  you must be registered and approved for bidding with both Stamp Auction Network & H.R. Harmer
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3021 * 6 POSTAL STATIONERY 19th CENTURY ENVELOPES COLLECTION. mostly mint entires neatly 
arranged by Scott number and incl better as (mint unless otherwise noted) U19 (2), U34 (2 different 
sizes), U41, U60-61 (folds/ wrinkles), U75a, U86a, U128, U136, U149, U179, U187, U195 (wrinkling at 
left), U198-99, U266, W287, U307 (printed "If Not Delivered..." notice at left, U339-41, U342-43 (each 
creased well away from indicia), etc., trivial duplication with some different sizes, some minor faults not 
affecting indicia, mostly F-VF 600

3022 * SPLENDID MINT POSTAL CARD COLLECTION. neatly mounted on Scott pages in 5 binders incl 
air mail and official cards, highly complete less the rare cards which are offered elsewhere in the sale, 
note UX1, UX3, UX5-16, UX18-26, UX29-30, UX35, complete UX48-647, fresh and generall Very Fine, 
a lovely collection. 350

3023 * 20th/21st CENTURY POSTAL CARDS ACCUMULATION. box of couple 100 mint cards incl message/ 
reply, airmail and handful of official, note few premium earlier cards as UX6, UX27D unused (2), UX34-
35, UX47, UY4 unfolded, UY5 (2), UY15, etc., mostly F-VF 150

3024 * REMARKABLE MESSAGE/ REPLY POSTAL CARD COLLECTION. complete mint and unfolded 
(UY10 folded) 1892-2017 (UY1-54) on Scott pages, includes UY1 (2 unfolded plus 2 folded incl some 
different separations), to 1958 issues 2 each as the collector chose to display both sides of a card, fresh 
and Very Fine (Scott $2,500+) 300

3025 * 19th CENTURY OFFICIAL ENVELOPES/ CUT SQUARES GROUP. includes Cut Squares/ Full 
Corners UO16, UO34, UO44, UO59, UO71, Entires UO56 with printed cc (2, each vertical fold well 
away from indicia), most entires with printed address and/ or cc, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, 
with cut squares mostly VF 150

3026 * AIRMAIL and OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, AIRLETTERS COLLECTION. mint entires and cut squares 
(early airmails) plus 1983/2008 Official envelopes, mostly complete incl incl die varieties, note UC4 
entire with border, UC16c folded, etc., some duplicates in later issue, mostly F-VF 100

3027  3 6 U248-50, 1893 1c-5c COLUMBIAN ENTIRE ACCUMULATION, about 199 entires, nearly all used, 
various towns, printed CC's, includes several uprated )10), several foreign destinations, also note one 
with illustrated "casket" advertising, expect some small flaws/faults but mostly F-VF. 50

U.S. REVENUE COLLECTIONS
3028 */

(*)/** 

RW1-72, 1934-2005 $1-$15 FEDERAL DUCK STAMP COLLECTION, appears complete for years, in two 
deluxe Stearns & Fink illustrated albums with informational pages, many issues with additional singles, 
a few used, earlier issues mostly o.g., later issues NH,  expect some usual small flaws/faults but generally 
fresh, F-VF or better. (Scott about $7,000 with an additional $1,292 counted at face) 750

3029  3 US USED REVENUE GROUP 1862/72. worthwhile group of 20 mostly all different first, second and 
third issues, incl. R21c, R99c, R100c, R101c, R102c, R126 (2), R130, R131 and R141-48 (R147 cut cancel), 
inspection recommended, owner's Scott $8,600, generally F-VF 750

3030  3 R5a//R734, U.S. REVENUE COLLECTION, majority being 1st-3rd issues, fresh and attractive collection, 
note: good imperf 1st issues: R32a, R41a, R45a-48a, R57a-62a, R64a-65a, R73a, R89a; part imperfs: many 
look good but as always close examination needed; perforated include: R1c-16c, R23c-29c, R32c-50c, 
R51c-72c, R74c-90c, R92c-100c, note several ultramarine shades; 2nd issue complete less R107, R131, 
couple with "cut cancels"; 3rd issue complete less R134, R139 & R150; also includes R160, Battleships, 
decent proprietary, no "reds" or "greens", usual mixed condition but generally F-VF throughout.   500

3031 */
(*)/** 

RW1, RW3-54, 1934/87 $1/$10 FEDERAL DUCK STAMP COLLECTION, only lacking RW2 for 
completion to 1987, mostly o.g. to RW13, thereafter mostly NH, a few small flaws but generally F-VF. 
(Scott about $3,625).  400

3032 */** 3 DUCK STAMP ACCUMULATION 1935/92. accumulation of over 120 mint, unused and "wounded" 
ducks, also more than 300 signed used stamps in quantities of 1-14 each of 48 different, best used are 
RW2 (four), RW3 (eight), RW4 (three), RW5 (four), owner's Scott $11,500, condition varies 400

3033 * 3 REVENUE GROUP WITH MULTIPLES. group of 10 first and second issues incl. Scott #R5b (block of 
eight plus two pairs), R16b (part perf, faulty), R59a (imperf strip of four), R64P3 (plate proof on India 
strip of three), R69a (imperf strip of five), R73c, R78a (imperf strip of three), R121, worth inspection, 
owners Scott $3,300+, generally F-VF 300

3034 */** MINT DUCK STAMPS 1937/99. accumulation of 53 mint issues, incl. 31 different feat. RW4-7, RW10 
(three), RW11-12, RW13 (two), RW14 (three), RW16-17 (two each), RW18-19 (three each), RW20-21 
(two each), RW22-23, RW24 (two), RW25 (three), RW26 (four), RW28, RW30 (two), RW31-32 and 
RW38-39, owner's Scott $3,900, generally F-VF with some better 250

3035 ** 1956/86 FEDERAL DUCK STAMPS with BONUS. 24 different NH incl 1959-61, 1963-66 issues, F-VF; 
bonus of 1989/2009 State Duck or Waterfowl stamps of about a dozen different states (not figured in cat 
value) (Scott $1,235) 180
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3036 ** 4 FEDERAL DUCK STAMPS 1980s/2010s SELECCTION. includes 1985-88 plate blocks, 1995, 2017 mint 
singles, 2017 self-adhesive pane, 1988-92 signed by designer, finally 2017 Junior Duck stamp, NH, F-VF 50

UNITED STATES GROUPS AND ASSORTMENTS
3037 */

(*)/** 

3 

IMPORTANT CONSIGNOR BALANCE, several hundred stamps on #102 cards, black stock cards, 
glassines, stock sheets, etc., mostly 19th century with many high values and even higher cat. values, many 
unused or regummed, many flaws/faults, heavy cancels, uglies, etc. but also includes some apparently 
better in need of close examination, lot will have an extremely high catalogue value (most probably in 
excess of $20,000), so a close look is absolutely necessary to fully comprehend and evaluate. 1,000

3038 */** AIRMAIL AND BOB MINT ASSORTMENT. worthwhile group on black stock cards featuring C1-6 (2), 
C10a (2), F1 (2), Q12, J25-26, O3-4, O7, O9, O43, O59, O89, plus O18 block of four (two stamps NH), 
PR5-7 and other newspaper issues, a selection of plate proofs on card, official specimens and banknote 
"SAMPLE" stamps, gum ranges from unused to o.g. to NH, condition varies, owner's Scott $11,000+, 
much Fine or better throughout  950

3039  3 6 U.S. POSTAL CARD COLLECTION, 1880-1920, about 173 cards in cover album, all used to various 
destinations, includes 63 "up-rated", great assortment of UX6 (47), UX13, UX16 (18), of note: card to 
Germany with "Mil. P. No1, Tienstsin China" cds (2); also note several Shanghai cancels, Philippines, 
Porto Rico, Hawaii, all circa 1900; other destinations include: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium 
Bolivia, Brazil, Ceylon, China, Egypt, Finland, Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Hong Kong, Japan, Mauritius, 
St. Thomas, Sumatra, Transvaal, Trieste, Turkey, West Africa, etc., expect few small flaws/faults, overall 
Fine or better, highly interesting and useful stock or collection.   600

3040 * US "BACK OF THE BOOK" PREMIUM ISSUES. comprised of C1, C18, E2, E8, JQ5, RW4-7, RW9, 
RW11-12, Canal Zone CO1-7, CO14, O1-2, 4-7, o.g., previously hinged, few minor faults, F-VF; Scott 
$2,500+ 375

3041  6 1873 U.S. OFFICIALS COLLECTION, two cover albums with 30 various covers + 110 mostly 1c-3c War 
Dept. entires, many Signal Corp., Signal Service or Weather service, covers include: Interior (8), some 
double and triple weight frankings, single 12c usage; Post Office (12), values to 6c; Treasury (10), 1c-6c 
values with multiples; War Dept. entires to 6c, mostly 1c-3c values, include many attractively cancelled, 
towns, couple fancy cancels, etc., expect usual amount of flaws/faults but mostly Fine or better,  a very 
useful collection, sure to please the specialist. (Scott $3,000+). 300

3042  3 US PREMIUM USED SELECTION. comprised of 17, 95, 112, 116-17, 149, 151-52, 160, 162, 163 (2 incl 
one with NYFM cancel), 217 (2), 240, 276, 291, 311 (particularly well centered), C1-3, a few minor flaws 
but generally fresh and F-VF or better (Scott $2,793) 250

3043 * 3 US ASSORTMENT. mostly 19th century and incl some mint stationery, highlights include assorted 
1850s/60s issues used incl some geometric cancels, 64b used, 116 used, useful Banknotes used incl 218 
(straight-edge), 287-88 used, 1053 NH, unused UX3 with all-over Oak Hall advertising on back, etc., 
generally F-VF 200

3044 ** PREMIUM US MINT NH SINGLES WITH PSE GRADED CERTIFICATES. 7 singles (grades in 
pearentheses); 564 (90), 599 (95), 623 (95), 686 pair (95), 721 (95), 897 (98), 927 (98); each with 2019 
PSE graded cert (SMQ $495) 200

3045 */
(*)/** 

US PREMIUM MINT SELECTION. comprised of 214 NH, 237 (2; both somewhat dist gum), 238, 239 
regum, 252, 260 regum, 296 NH, 297, 325 NH (2), 517 NH, 570 NH (excellent centering), 611 plate 
block NH, 834, Q4 NH, F-VF or better (Scott $1,700; regums not figured) 200

3046 */(*) 3 US ASSORTMENT. mostly used in sales cards or stock cards incl 78 used, 115 used, 238 used, 287 
used, 295-98 NH, 299 mint (2), 327 mint, 488 line pair NH, 493 line pair NH, E3 used (5), etc., mixed 
condition, VG-VF with some VF 150

3047 */** 3 SELECTION of COLLECTION BALANCES. four different albums, useful overlap of issues, also 
includes few hundred glassines with recent commemoratives with duplication, best albums are Scott 
singles and Scott block and plate block albums, 1930's-40's mostly complete, note several 2c "Reds" plate 
blocks, airmails, S/S, etc., other albums with some 19th-20th century commemoratives, mostly used early 
20th century,  note NH J88 sheet of 100, etc., decent value for ebay or bourse dealer.   150

3048 ** 4 US MINT MISCELLANY. mostly NH post 1960s singles, blocks, plate blocks, part sheets, etc. in folders, 
file boxes, envelopes, etc., 61 block NH, little stack of booklets incl $9.35 Express Mail, C9 block with 
plate number NH, C21-22 blocks (2 ea NH), E14 plate block NH, E18 Plate block NH, O132-33 plate 
blocks NH, etc., mostly F-VF 150

3049 ** 3 

6 4 

U.S. CONSIGNOR BALANCE, eclectic balance includes: 3c sheets (951//995, face about $118 ); $5 
Brett Hart sheet of 20; group of desirable booklets (face $52); #68 unused (insignificant clipped perfs at 
bottom right, Scott $375); 3c Nesbitt group of about 18 entires including better types (cat. about $670); 
some additional postal history including a few foreign, generally F-VF, useful lot for ebay or bourse 
dealer. 150
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3050 */** 3 US COLLECTION BALANCES. mostly post-1950s NH singles and plate blocks in 9 albums, naturally 
some duplication and the occasional premium item, note album of 1970s/80s commems and definitives 
with Adam Bert "on the nose" cancels, some "back of the book" with useful officials, postal stationery, 
1920s/60s precancels, etc., most mint NH, F-VF; Face Value of mint over $300 120

3051 * 3 6 US MISCELLANY. includes a full set of 23 of Czeslaw Slania "US Boxers" engraved labels, assorted 
used 19th century, 1845 stampless cover Baltimore to Germany by steamer with plethora of markings 
(APS cert), 1847 stampless cover Troy NY to Vermont with excellent strikes of blue cds and circled "V", 
1941 registered censored cover (open 3 sides) to Belgium with 823, C24 (2); etc., mixed condition and 
requiring close viewing  120

3052  EPHEMERA & COLLECTOR ECCLECTIC BALNCE. about 100 various items, better noted: several 
autographs, free franks, some later auto pen but still desirable, early embossed revenue documents, 
some foreign documents, several large sepia Albertype picture post cards (unused), collection of earlier 
"US  Army" labels (by Major Kenson, ca. 1898), several Civil War letters, one with Patriotic cover to 
Canada, Hawaii 12c (36) mint strip of 5 (Scott $375), couple mint private vending coils, also includes 
additional 63 FDC's of Computer Vended Postage Stamps, many different rates, with receipts, generally 
F-VF, unusual balance 100

3053 */** 3 

6 

US BALANCE. assorted albums plus some shoe boxes of mint and used postal stationery, note some 
moint 1920s/40s definitives, airmails and commems  incl 496 line pair NH, 497 line pair, pair and strip 
of four NH, few plate blocks incl 657 NH, 702 blocks of 8 NH (7), 703 blocks of 10 NH (4), QE3 NH, 
1970s/90s souvenir cards plus 1938 Philatelic Truck sheet NH and w/o gum (2 each), etc., usual mixed 
condition, mostly F-VF 100

3054 ** 3 4 1938 PRESIDENTIAL ISSUE ACCUMULATION, few hundred sorted by denomination in Lighthouse 
stock book, good mix of NH, o.g. or used, includes many plate blocks (unchecked for scarcer numbers), 
includes: $1 plate blocks (3), $2 plate block (2, one NH, other used), $5 NH single, generally F-VF 75

3055  3 E1//E11 SPECIAL DELIVERY USED SELECTION. neatly sorted on stockpages, includes: E1 (7), E2 
(15), E4 (6), E5 (11), E6 (3), E7 (12), E8 (8), E9 (9), E11 (77), note several interesting cancels including 
E5 Hawaii usage, some mixed condition, generally Fine (Scott $2,700) 50

3056 * 3 US BALANCE OF AN ESTATE. 19th century issues on opme old pages, glassines, etc incl cover with 
"US Christian Commission/ Soldiers Letter" printed cc and Old Point Comfort cds, couple Union Civil 
War patriotics, 112 tied on cover by crossroads cncel, 1929 Zeppelin flight card, finally an envelope of 
revenues with 1899/1900 pen/ cut cancels, very mixed condition, VG-Fine 50

3057 ** HIGH DENOMINATION FACE VALUE GROUP. sheets and booklets of mostly high denominations 
from $2.90 to $14, quantities of express mail stamps, Face Value approx. $3,250 1,500

3058 ** 4 1930s/80s SHEETS and MULTIPLES GROUP. stack of sheets, part sheets, larger multiples and plate 
blocks in sheet folders, albums, etc. commems, definitives and air mails with good variety of issues (many 
2-6 each in 4c-10c period) with a smattering of premium, NH, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value 
$1,475+ 500

3059 ** 4 1930s/90s SHEETS ASSORTMENT. 3c/32c period in sheet folders, PO packaging, etc., mostly different 
(most duplication in 4c/6c issues) and incl some premium, NH, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value 
$775 350

3060 */** 4 1930s/50s SHEETS ACCUMULATION. 1c/24c issues with each sheet mounted in a sleeve taped up on 
four sides thus making it difficult to gauge the quality of the gum, opening a few mounts revealed fresh 
NH o.g. and presumably (and hopefully) that will carry through, note 634 EE pane (NH, perf seps), C17, 
C19, C24 (NH), CE1, some duplication, VG-VF; Face Value $350+ 150

3061 ** 4 1980s/90s ISSUES MULTIPLES and PLATE BLOCKS, unsorted group of mostly 20c period in a couple 
of stock pages, includes airmails, priority and express mail incl $14 Eagle plate block, 1983 $1, $5 Official 
plate blocks (2 each, not figured i face), NH, F-VF or better; Face Value $225+ 80

UNITED STATES ACCUMULATIONS
3062  3 US USED ACCUMULATION 1847/1938. great assortment of mostly 19th Century in a well-filled small 

stockbook, hundreds of better stamps include Scott #1 (pen cancel), 9, 13, 15, 17, 24, 30A, 35, 36, 63, 
65, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 76, 77, 78, 90, 93, 97, 98, 1869s w/112, 113, 114, 116, 117, 118, 119, banknotes 
w/151, 153, 154 and 165, 277, 311, Columbians to $1, Trans-Mississippi to 50¢, Pan-Americans to 10¢, 
Louisiana Purchase to 5¢ etc., also dollar value 523, 524, 547 and 834 (54 in blocks of four, six, eight and 
10), BOB E1, E3 and more, duplication as high as 30 on better numbers and 100 Scott 65, owner's Scott 
$43,000+, great lot for internet dealer, generally Fine or better 2,000
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3063  US MINT ACCUMULATION 1846/1946. nice general group on black stock cards, features Scott #10X1, 
24, 26 pair, 68, 69, 76, 78, 78b, 113-14, 178-79, 226, 227 and 229, 1¢-6¢ and 10¢-50¢ Columbians, 231 
"broken hat" NH, 275, 282c plate/imprint strip of three, 50¢ Trans-Mississippi, Pan-Americans two sets+, 
308 NH pair, 310, also various Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown, 1909 commemoratives, Pan-Pacifics, 
plus Washington-Franklins, 1920s-30s definitives etc., gum ranges from unused to o.g. to NH, condition 
varies, owner's Scott $21,000+, much Fine or better 1,600

3064 * 3 6 U.S. ACCUMULATION. box filled with stamps and covers incl 100s of $ "postage" incl some high values, 
philatelic and FDC, assorted revenues incl some documents, package wrappers with high value poistage 
tied, stack of 1940s War Dept penalty envelopes, etc., usual mixed condition, viewing a necessity 500

3065 */** 3 US ACCUMULATION. about 20 binders and stock books plus some loose stuff in folders, some useful 
1960s/80s "postage", assorted collection balances, stocks, etc., a quick pass didn't reveal any premium 
but a thorough search will no doubt reveal something, mixed condition, VG-VF 300

UNITED STATES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS
3066  3 6 STAR OF DAVID FANCY CANCELS. album pages of off-cover stamps and covers, several better including 

seven covers from Chicopee Mass. plus three off cover, great group from New Haven with many superior 
strikes, many other towns represented incl. Lisbon N.H., Hartford, blue Louisville Ky., South Gardner 
Mass., others, few faults but generally Very Fine-Extremely Fine strikes 1,500

3067  6 REGISTERED MAIL COLLECTION 1840s/1900s. collection of 100 covers ranging from stampless 
to 20th century including small towns, range of uses and frankings including Stampless, 1851 Issue, 
1861 Issue, 1870-88 Bank Note Issue, 1893 Columbians, 1895 Bureaus, 1898 Trans-Mississippi, 1908-25 
Washington-Franklins, etc, largely domestic destinations but some foreign as well, some mixed condition 
but great collection 1,200

3068  6 1861 3c ISSUE (#65) FANCY CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS. group of 87 covers priced up to $200, 
noted Palmyra "S" in Geometric, Chicago Supplementary in blue and double-circle, Sandy Spring "Bird 
in Wreath", Rockville Ct. Old-English "R" in radial, Greenfield Ms. Negative Diamond in Circle; Chicopee 
Ms. Shield; Alexandria Va. Geometric, Shelburne Falls Ms. intricate geometric in blue; Cleveland "OUS"; 
Salem Mass. geometric; Blackstone Ms. shield; Newburyport Ms. elaborate geometric; Brattleboro blue 
radial; Cambridge Mass. shield; Hartford Conn. "H" in circle; Kingston Pa. rectangular geometric; Utica 
N.Y. rosette; Johnsons Creek NY "10" in circle; Rutland Vt. "USM" in bars; Fort Schuyler N.Y. thimble 
cds; "Free" cancel; Baltimore Md. Masonic square and compass; some "Advertised" usages, Philadelphia 
"Liberty Bell"; Hartford Conn. veined flower; Kingston NY fancy geometric; Litchfield Conn. "L"; Peoria 
Ill. reversed "R"; etc.; generally Fine-VF with some better strikes 1,200

3069  6 BANK NOTE ISSUE COVERS 1870/88. box of over 315 Banknote covers from an estate lot, includes 
mostly 2c brown or 3c green issues with a variety of towns including Illinois, some Territorials and 
Western, RPOs, cancels including some fancy, auxiliary markings; mixed condition, an interesting lot 
with some potential 1,000

3070  6 144, 1869 3c ULTRAMARINE INSURANCE ADVERTISING COVERS. 48 covers, most accumulated by 
famed 1869 Issue collector Elliott H. Coulter (an insurance agent for entertainers), wonderful variety 
of firms, cancels and designs incl. illustrated corner cards, some with very elaborate allegorical images, 
overall mixed condition with some Very Fine, many are quite attractive 800

3071  6 1893 COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION EXHIBITION BALANCE, 105 covers/cards, on exhibition pages or 
stock book, mostly U.S. but note some related foreign (about 18 covers/cards), write-ups in German, 
highlights include: uprated cards, destinations, registered, various combinations, $1 on philatelic cover, 
other combinations with values to 15c stamp, usual mixed condition, generally F-VF, an interesting group. 750

3072  6 1851, 3c ORANGE BROWN, TYPES I & II, JULY 1851 USAGE COLLECTION. group of 34 covers (13 
are #10) used during the first month of usage starting with the 2nd day with a range of days through 
the 31st with some duplicate dates, most are plated with notes concerning varieties, includes: Jul. 2 
Vargennes Vt. blue cds with #10 pos. 25R1e (faulty), blue Baltimore Md. Jul 5" cds on #10A to New York 
and with "Forwarded" straightline and "New-York Jul 6" cds to Boston, red "New-York Jul 8" cds on cover 
with #10A pos. 84L1e tied by squared grid, several small Boston "Paid" in grids in red incl. #10A pos. 
66R1E right inner line only to Providence, etc.; some mixed condition, F-VF, a remarkable group of 3c 
1851 issue first month usages (Scott $7,370) 750

3073  6 1872-1930 U.S. POSTAL HISTORY COVER COLLECTION, about 283 covers/cards in cover album, 
strength in 1890s-1910 issues but note decent showing of large banknotes, several with NYFM cancels, 
small banknotes include many multi-colored frankings, 1894-95 issues also include attractive frankings, 
note: Trans-Mississippi issues to 10c, all others with great usages to Europe, registered covers, small 
towns, note up-rated postals, wrappers, some advertising, couple "tags", etc., expect usual small flaws/
faults but majority F-VF, loaded with good retail value. 600
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3074  6 1879-1940 U.S. REGISTERED COVER COLLECTION, about 136 registered covers in two cover 
albums + an additional 54 later certified covers (1955-87), many early Banknote combinations, attractive 
commemorative issues including Columbians, Omaha, Pan-American, Pan-Pacific, etc., many Europe 
destinations, registry labels, several F1 covers, etc., expect usual amount of flaws/faults but overall 
an impressive collection in need of specialists appreciation, overall F-VF with many better usages and 
combinations.  600

3075  6 RAILROAD COVERS 1860s/1940s. collection of about 125 covers or cards, 90% of which are 1870s-1910s; 
includes a tremendous variety of R.P.O. cancels, receivers, Stations and "Train Late" markings; also a few 
Railroad corner cards and stationery and a few collateral photographs, an outstanding basis for further 
study or exhibition. 500

3076  6 FANCY CANCELS COVER COLLECTION 1860s/90s. 86 covers and cards in cover stockbook; strong 
emphasis on star cancels, others including near full strike of 1860s Greenfield, Ms. "Masonic trowel" 
cancel, 1880's wheel-of-fortune cancels, other fancies including geometrics, Maltese cross, letters, 
Lewisburg, Pa. grid and star, 1860's Ulster, Pa. star, etc., interesting collection 500

3077  6 1889-1991, U.S. SPECIAL DELIVERY COVER COLLECTION, about 265 covers in two cover albums, 
strength in earlier issues include: E2 (3), E3 (2), E5 (8), E6 (9), E7, good run of "bicycle" issues include 
possible E10, etc, note many colorful combinations on 1920's-30's issues, extremely interesting Prexi 
combinations, Airmails, 1950's and later issues, in need of evaluation, expect some small flaws/faults, 
but mostly impressive and F-VF.  500

3078  6 US POSTAL HISTORY BALANCE. approx 185 covers mostly of the 1880s/1920s era incl postal cards, 
envelopes and wrappers, many to overseas destinations incl Austria, Belgium, Argentina, Netherlands, 
Norway, Czechoslovakia/ Bohemia, Sweden, Italy, Denmark, Ireland, etc. among the more usual Germany, 
France, etc., also note variety of machine cancels, some censored and registry, postage due, advertising 
incl Mephisto Cigar multicolor, few possessions, 1867 and 1870 incoming stampless from Havana with 
"N.Y. STEAMSHIP/ 10" cancel, 1897 postal card to Bosnia, 1905 postcard to Japan with equestrian 
illustration on back, 1906 ppc showing "Chief Fleet Foot", 1907 leather postcard to Switzerland charged 
postage due, 1909 cover from battleship USS Tennessee, 1913 to Hungary franked with three 5c Parcel 
Post, 1922 ppc with USS Maryland/ Rio De Janeiro cancel, etc., mixed condition, VG-VF, a pleasurable 
view 500

3079  6 10-11, 25-26, 1851-57 3c ISSUES, POSTAL HISTORY, approx. 130 covers/ folded letter sheets, good mix 
of towns and cancels including ovals, fancies, colors (several green), stamps include good run of "orange 
browns" (15), note #25's, (11), unchecked for recutting or plating, some type IIa in need of plating, etc., 
usual mixed condition, generally F-VF, Scott for 10s and 25s only is $4,940, ideal for specialist.  400

3080  6 1884-1940, TRANS-ATLANTIC "SHIP" COVERS, attractive collection of 286 covers/cards, most with 
name of ship handstamp markings, nearly all to European destinations, ships include: Acapulco, Adriatic, 
Alaska, Aller, Arizona, Augusta Victoria, Baltic, Bremen, Bothnia, Campania, Champlain, City of New 
York, Celtic, Deutschland, Eider, Ecuador, Europa, France, Fuerst-Bismarck, Homer, Kaiser Wilhelm II, 
Kaiserin Maria Theresa, Lahn, Lucania, Lusitania, Majestic, Manhattan, Mauretania, Oceanic, Olympic, 
Paris, Prinz Friedrich Wilhelm, St. Louis, United States, etc, some interesting frankings but note much 
stationery issues, expect usual small flaws/faults but overall Fine or better, sure to please ship specialist.   400

3081  6 US & WORLD POSTCARDS, POSTAL CARDS, AND STATIONERY. assortment of hundreds in three 
binders and on misc. stock pages, features U.S. and foreign vintage postcards, mint and used postal cards, 
some covers, trade cards, war-related and misc., better items througout, close review recommended 250

3082  UX9 POSTAL CARD, 1886 1c BLACK ON BUFF COLLECTION. group of 56 cards to foreign destinations, 
most uprated with 1c Banknote, includes England (16) with several no uprate due usages and one to 
the Isle of Wight, Germany (27) with a nice variety of uprate frankings, Canada (4), Switzerland (4) 
including postage due usage, France, Denmark (2), Holland and Belgium; condition varies, F-VF overall 200

3083  6 1890s/1900s POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT. 44 (43 postcards incl private mailing cards) nearly all 
addressed to Europe, some better frankings incl 288 on private mailing card showing 14th st NY City, 397 
on piece tied by San Francisco Cal/ Model P.O. Sta. Sep 2 1916 duplex (rare), France 10c tied on card 
by Paris Expo 1900 Flag cancel, many attractive views on the cards incl Pike's Peak, Adm Dewey, view of 
1904 Baltimore fire (2 different), Bombardment of San Juan, Brooklyn Bridge (2 different), Niagara 
Falls, assorted NY City views incl Statue of Liberty, usual mixed condition but a Fine and useful group 200

3084  6 CHRISTMAS SEALS 1908/65. collection of over 32 cards and covers, many tied examples, includes WX3 
tied on 1908 post card plus Santa Claus label, three WX5 each tied on 1909 post cards, two WX6 each 
tied on 1910 post cards, WX7 (faulty) tied on 1911 post card, 1909 tied Santa Claus stamp on post card, 
etc., nice group 150

3085  6 1910s/40s SHIP MAIL COVERS GROUP. approx 90 (many philatelic) with assortment of ship markings 
and cancels, "U.S. Seapost" and ship handstamps, etc., note few foreign frankings, United Fruit Company, 
Grace Line, Panama Pacific Lines, etc., usual mixed condition, Fine assortment.  100
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3086 5 6 MASSIVE US POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION POST-1950. includes Arkansas, California, Colorado, 
Connecticut, DC, Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Montana, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South 
Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming; our conservative estimate places the 
total number of covers and cards at somewhere north of 16,000, very nearly all post-1950 and many 
modern pictorial postmarks, also includes thousands of cut-out postmarks (some older and scarce, but 
little value when glued to an album page), ideal for the eBay dealer or topical collector who has the time 
to spend on this vast quantity of material, generally F-VF, take the volume into account when bidding as 
shipping is sure to be pricey Offer

3087  6 771, CE1-2, 16c AIR MAIL SPECIAL DELIVERY COLLECTION, group of 18 covers, many interesting 
and unusual, better noted: 771 huge corner margin single; CE1 on 1936 Hewitt, NJ "rocket mail" cover 
with printed cachet and green label; 1936 hand painted cachet, etc., generally F-VF, of special interest to 
specialist (owner retail in excess of $400) Offer

UNITED STATES EPHEMERA
3088  U.S. ECCLECTIC AND EPHEMERA BALANCE, small box loaded with interesting and unusual, best 

includes: frammed 5c New Orleans Provisional (62X3) that would look good in office; 30 unused Civil 
War patriotics, a few hand colored; 1901 Pan-American labels; 1939 World Fair labels; early "certificates 
of merit", etc., generally F-VF, something for everybody.  100

UNITED STATES PICTURE POSTCARDS
3089  US NAVY SHIP PICTURE POSTCARDS COLLECTION. 304 different litho cards neatly displayed in an 

album, batleships, cruisers, destroyers, submarines, etc. incl numerous "Great White Fleet" cards, some 
views of sailors, various publishers, most unmailed, usual mixed condition but better thn typically seen, 
generally F-VF or better, view to appreciate 750

3090  STENGEL & CO. ART CARDS LIFETIME COLLECTION. 385 different plus 93 duplicates each 
individuallly sleeved and sorted in a box, uniformly fresh and Very Fine collection of cards considered 
"The World's Finest Art Cards; accompanied by Alex Revai "Stengel Art Postcards Cataog For Collectors" 500

3091  US NAVY REAL-PHOTO POSTCARDS COLLECTION. 116 all different primarily WW I period 
battleships, cruisers, destroyers, submarines, carriers "Enterprise", "Lexington", "Saratoga" and "Wasp", 
etc. neatly arranged in a binder, note numerous "Great White Fleet" ships incl some in formation, "at 
sea" photos, etc., most unmailed, generally F-VF or better, a splendid collection of these popular cards 400

3092  VINTAGE STEAMERS, RIVER BOATS PICTURE POSTCARD COLLECTION. 295 all different litho 
through linen period cards neatly housed in a binder, assorted vessels on rivers, lakes incl the Great 
Lakes, coastline, etc., usual mixed condition but better than typically seen, Fine or better, excellent 
foundation collection.  400

3093  1909 HUDSON-FULTON CELEBRATION POSTCARDS COLLECTION. 99 nearly all different 
colorful cards from the exhibition from different publishers incl attractive Redfiel Bros cards 1/71, 
various Tuck's, etc. plus an extra set of Churchman 1-16 in original mailer, most unmailed, some minor 
faults as usual but generally F-VF or better 200

3094  US NAVY SAILORS VINTAGE ERA POSTCARDS COLLECTION. 72 litho and 48 real photo cards 
neatly arranged in a binder, primarily views of sailors and officers on board in group photos or on duty, 
generally F-VF or better, nice collection for the Navy specialist 150

3095  US NAVY SHIPS, LINERS and STEAMERS POSTCARDS. approx 150 nearly all different early 20th 
century through linen period and with majority US Navy ships/ ship scenes incl numerous "Great White 
Fleet" ships and a nice card of the battleship "Arizona", most unmailed, typical mixed condition with 
most Fine or better 100

UNITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES
3096 * 3 6 US and WORLDWIDE BALANCE. mostly mid to late 20th century with FDC (good number early UN) 

and philatelic covers, a starter US collection (some earlier) in a Scott National album, US 1980s Postal 
Service year sets and postal stationery, US Express mail full covers with $8.75 and $9.35 issue franking, 
few US and German Zepp covers, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, well worth a close look 100
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3097 5 6 CONFEDERATE STATES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION. approx 50 (franked and stampless) 
covers and a few fronts neatly arranged and annotated on homemade pages, nice variety of frankings 
and cancels, note 7 "Pop Eye" variety, 9a with Gordonsville Va cancel (CSA cert), 10 (full line at bottom, 
portion two sides; Molesworth notations on back), 13b Georgia to Texas (CSA cert), plus stampless 
soldier's mail incl Northern soldiers marked "Due 3", civilian "flag of truce" 2, both written up in May-
June 1975 "Confederate Philatelist"), Point Lookout prison cover, "Military Telegram", adversity envelopes, 
1863 Northern Occupation from Virginia, post-Civil War letter (c.1870) to Alexander Stephens, etc., 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 1,250

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - CANAL ZONE
3098 * 3 Canal Zone COLLECTION 1904/51. including #1, 2, 3, 4-7, 4-8, 38b and 39c booklet panes, 9 and 10 

wide space blk/4, 103 blk/4, C5a var. in blk/4 with normal, etc., Fine-VF 400
3099 * 3 CANAL ZONE COLLECTION, 1904/75. mostly mint in mounts on pages (no airs or dues), includes 

Used 27-30, Mint 4-8, 21-26, 27-30, 50-51, 74-80, 95, 97-98, 100-04, 134-35 NH, etc., usual mixed condition 
including some early mint issues with typical tropicalized/dry gum, VG-VF 75

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - CUBA
3100 */** 3 

6 

CUBA 1899 OVERPRINTS, 1899 PICTORIALS ASSORTMENT including postage dues, mostly mint 
and neatly arranged in stock pages, incl multiples numerous varieties incl 2c "CUPA" mint, 5c "CUPA" 
mint (5), also 227-30 die proofs (3c with some faults), 229 block of 24 NH, E1 mint (11 incl reconstructed 
block), E2 mint (8 incl plate no single and block with 2 stamps NH), E3 assortment incl mint blocks, J4 
block mint, few covers and postcards, etc., some minor faults as expected but generally fresh and Fine 
or better; Scott $6,000+ 1,000

3101  6 1899-1981 CUBA, POSTAL ENTIRES/CARDS COLLECTION, about 157 entires or postal cards, mostly 
used, note "up-rated" cards to various destinations, many interesting 1899-1920 issues, includes towns, 
rates, combinations, registered, etc., several better include: 2c registered entire to Chile, franked with 3c 
(2 #229) and 5c (230), Havana boxed registered handstamp + New York and Valapaiso registered labels; 
E3 on 1914 card; good group of mint and used entires, including better values; several UX2, couple 
uprated to Costa Rica, Germany, etc., expect some minor flaws/faults but overall F-VF, sure to please the 
specialist.  400

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - HAWAII
3102 */** 3 HAWAII ACCUMULATION 1864/99. mint and used accumulation in a Lighthouse stockbook featuring 

singles, multiples and postal stationery, mint incl. Scott #30-36, 72 NH, 73, O1-3, O6, 66 NH blocks of 
10, 15 and 25 and 80 NH sheet of 50, used incl. 29 reissue pair w/bullseye cancel and 49 (2), some 
duplication, worth inspection, generally F-VF 500

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - PHILIPPINES
3103 */** 4 PHILIPPINES SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUES ASSORTMENT. mostly E6 imperfs incl multiples (some 

with plate no.), arrow blocks, and an E6a block, also note E9 (tropicalized o.g., PF cert 12530 does not 
accompany), EO1 plate bocks (2), etc., generally fresh and F-VF; Scott about $2,800 450

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - PUERTO RICO
3104 */** 3 PUERTO RICO 1899-1900 OVERPRINTS ASSORTMENT of mostly mint sorted into stock sheets, 

includes the special delivery and postage due issues plus multiples incl some with plate numbers, varieties 
incl 210a, 211a, 213a incl combo pairs, few broken letters; also US 5c tied on piece by "MILITARY STA. 
1/ PORTO RICO WASH D.C." 1898 duplex, etc., mint stamps o.g. with some NH, usual VG-VF; Scott 
$3,000+ 500

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - RYUKYU ISLANDS
3105 */** 3 RYUKYU ISLANDS BALANCE. includes cover album with 1950s/60s cacheted FDC incl 15 pair, 19-21, 

36-38 (2), C9-13, sheet folder with S/S, full sheets, etc (some duplication) and noting 1-7 pairs NH, C1-3  
mint, etc., generally F-VF 100

CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA
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3106 */** 3 UNITED NATIONS COLLECTION. in three volumes plus a small stack of 1994/2004 Agency envelopes 
with "new issues", albums with strong collections of nearly all NH NY, Geneva and Vienna issues to the 
mid-1990s and incl S/S (#38 an FDC), mini-sheets incl Flags and Human Rights, some postal stationery, 
etc., generally fresh and F-VF 100

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS 

AUSTRALIA
3107 */** AUSTRALIA MINT COLLECTION, 1930s/50s. mint sets and singles in mounts and neatly arranged on 

quadrille pages, includes 1937 3d George VI die varieties, 177-79 NH, 178-79 thin paper NH, 218-21 NH, 
C4, J64-70, M1-7 NH thick and thin paper varieties, M2a NH, etc. plus some 1940s/50s definitives imprint 
blocks, coil strips, generally fresh and F-VF, ideal for continuation 250

BURMA
3108 5 6 BURMA POSTAL HISTORY and CANCELS COLLECTION. approx 190 covers incl postal stationery 

primarily of the KG V and KG VI period and noting India used in Burma all arranged on homemade 
pages, also includes some cut-to shape cancels scattered throughout, good number of different town 
cancels, some auxiliary markings, registered mail, etc., usual mixed condition with the typical aging/ 
toning issues, VG-VF, perfect for the collector in this area Offer

CANADIAN PROVINCES
3109 */(*) 3 CANADIAN PROVINCES COLLECTION. mostly mint New Brunswick and Newfoundland with New 

Brunswick 1860/63 issues incl 1c unused block, forgery "used", 2c preprinting paperfold unused, 5c 
block of 20 unused, 17c used (2), and Newfoundland 1908/31 issues incl 86P pair, 86 NH, 87 "NFW" var 
NH, 166a without gum, 171 mint, 172-82 mint, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 250

CANADA AND PROVINCES
3110 */** 3 CANADA & BNA ACCUMULATION. mint and used accumulation on dealer stock pages and cards, 

used incl. Scott #4 (2), 8, 17, 19 (2), mint incl. 80, also Newfoundland 3 used, 15A unused, British 
Columbia 9 used, plus some New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Islands, last but not least a 
bundle of 1970s-80s modern mint issues, owner's Scott exceeds $8,000, generally F-VF 600

CANADA
3111 * 3 CANADA COLLECTION AND ACCUMULATION TO 1972, main collection in Scott Specialty album 

to early 1970s with the balance in glassines or stock pages (actually much better than the collection), 
highlights include several pages of early revenues, also includes good Large and Small Queens, Admirals, 
1930's pictorials to high values, etc., overall F-VF, attractive collection and accumulation in need of 
careful examination. 300

GIBRALTAR
3112 * 3 GIBRALTAR COLLECTION, 1886/1981. mostly pre-1955 issues in a Davo album, highlights include 

1-2 mint and used, 4-5 used, 19 mint, 21 mint, 22-28 mint, 1938/49 ½d-£1 George VI mint (some perf 
varieties), 147-60 mint, 3tc., mostly F-VF 150

GREAT BRITAIN
3113  3 GREAT BRITAIN ACCUMULATION to 1950s. several hundred mostly on stock cards or stock pages, 

strength in earlier QV issues to 10/- with useful duplication, note decent surface printed issues, again 
in light duplication, good KE VII and KG V issues with duplication to 1/-, additional high values, expect 
some flaws/faults but generally F-VF, high catalogue value. 200

3114  3 GB USED ABROAD CANCELS COLLECTION. approx 210 singles all with legible "B" numeral oval 
cancels, mostly on 1864 1d Carmine rose (Scott 33). ranges from "B04" through "B99" with few duplicates, 
usual mixed condition but a Fine assortment 150

UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS
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3115 5 3 GB 19th CENTURY DUPLEX CANCELS COLLECTION. approx 140 well-struck steel cancels tying 
wide assortment of issues on piece or on various single/ multiples, note a KE VII 1d with all the others 
Victorian period, note a larger piece with an additional boxed "More to Pay/ Above 4 oz", note #34 pair, 
44 pair, etc., usual mixed condition, Fine group for the specialist 100

3116  3 GB USED SINGLES ASSORTMENT. 65 (all but one Victorian period)  used singles with 57 being 1864 
"Penny Reds" with mostly and "A20" or "A21" cancel, mixed condition incl some trimmed perfs, VG-VF 50

HONG KONG incl. OFFICES IN CHINA
3117 * 3 HONG KONG ASSORTMENT. mostly used singles to early 1949 in "102" cards, better include (SG nos., 

used unless otherwise noted) 17a, 19a, 24-25, 27-29, 32 (8), 61 mint, 84 mint, 114, 132, 157 (3), 159 (3), 
etc., some minor duplication, note some shade varieties and Treaty Port cancels, usual mixed condition 
incl some color changelings, over a Fine selection; SG £3,500+ 100

3118 ** HONG KONG S/S ACCUMULATION. 1990s issues in large quantities, note 628e (160), 677 (100), 678 
(100), 711a (125), 738 (200), 776a (100), 792 (1500), NH, VF; Scott $7,400+ 75

MALAYA AND MALAYAN STATES
3119 */** 3 MLALAYAN STATES and SINGAPORE BALANCE. mostly mint 1930s/60s issues incl definitive sets, 

some better single values, assorted Silver Wedding sets, few covers, etc., some toning issues as often in 
earlier issues but generally fresh and F-VF, a must view 400

MALAYAN STATES - KELANTAN
3120 */** MALAYA-KELANTAN MINT COLLECTION, 1911/2009. in mounts and neatly arranged on quadrille 

pages, includes 1911-15 1c-$25 incl shades, 1921-28 1c-$1, 1948 Silver Wedding, 1951-55 1c-$5, 1957-63 
1c-$5 with perf varieties, nearly complete post 1965 NH incl 1977 Butterflies litho print, fresh and F-VF 220

NEW ZEALAND
3121 */** NEW ZEALAND MINT COLLECTION, 1930s/50s. sets and singles in mounts on quadrille pages and incl 

"back of the book" with health issues, special delivery, officials, life insurance, etc., numerous premium 
incl 185-98 with perf and print varieties, 229-41 NH, 258-68 with high values watermark varieties, AR95-
97 (11sh NH), E1, J22-29 NH, O61-70 incl some perf varieties, O76-86, O92-99 with 1sh, 2sh watermark 
varieties, generally fresh and F-VF, a real specialist's collection and an ideal foundation 300

3122 */** NEW ZEALAND MINT COLLECTION, 1953/89. mostly complete for period in mounts on White 
Ace pages in two binders incl 1953-57 ½d-20sh NH, 1958 2d Surcharge "error" NH, 1960s/70s Scenic 
definitve sets NH, Health S/S (few used), few watermark varieties, even a handful of FDC, etc., generally 
fresh and F-VF 300

NORTH BORNEO
3123 * NORTH BORNEO ASSORTMENT. mint sets and singles comprised of 136a-156c (toned or disturbed 

gum), 160-62, B1-8, B14-28, usual mixed condition but better than usual, mostly F-VF; Scott $889 100

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
3124  6 PAPUA NEW GUINEA POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION, 1930/91. neatly organized and annotated 

collection of covers and postal stationery incl Australia used in PNG (25), postage due covers (16 incl 3 
with postage issues used as postage due), OHMS, flights, Late Fee, Mobile PO, etc., generally Fine overall 
(55 covers, 3 postal forms, few mint stationery envelopes) 450

3125 ** PAPUA NEW GUINEA MINT COLLECTION, 1952/2008. nearly complete for period NH in mounts 
on quadrille pages, incl 1952-58 issue to £1 incl 10sh, £1 SPECIMEN overprints, 1963 10sh, £ SPECIMEN 
overprints, 1991-94 Birds, mid-1990s Provisional Overprints assortment, 1etc., generally PO fresh and VF 180
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3126 */** SARAWAK MINT COLLECTION, 1869/2009.  neatly arranged on quadrille pages and with numerous 
better as 1869 3c Brooke single with preprinting paperfold, pairs (2) and strip of three plus 2 reference 
forgeries, 1875 2c-12c Brooke, 1895 2c-8c Brooke, 1899-1908 1c-$1 Brooke incl 4c, 12c shade varieties, 
1918-23 1c-$1 Brooke incl unissued 1c and shade varieties, 1928-29 1c-$1 Brooke, 1932 1c-$1 Brooke 
"SPECIMEN" perfin NH except 6c hr, 1932 1c-$1 Brooke top margin singles NH, 1934-41 1c-$10 Brooke, 
1948 Silver Wedding NH, 1950 George VI NH, 1955-59 QE II NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 300

TONGA
3127 */(*) 3 TONGA 1894 SURCHARGES ISSUE STUDY. mint and used collection neatly arranged on pages and 

including many blocks and varieties, note ½d on 4d Chestnut mint (60+) with blocks of 14 (unused), 
12 and four (6), "SURCHARCE" variety (10, one also with missing "S" in "SURCHARCE" and missing 
"HA" in "HALF"), misplaced surcharge with "SURCHARGE" entirely omitted, "HALF-PENNY" with four 
letters omitted, also used surcharge on piece with 1893 7½d on 8d (SG 18); ½d on 1/- Brown mint (57) 
and used (7) with blocks of eight, six and four (2), "SURCHARCE" variety (9), various letters partially 
omitted; 2½d on 8d Mauve mint (35) or used (17) with blocks of four (4), no stop variety (3), various 
broken letters; 2½d on 1/- Green mint (15) or used (8, one on piece with ½d on 1/- brown and 1893 5d 
on 4d), etc., usual mixed condition but generally Fine and a nice group for the specialist  200

 
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS

3128 */** 3 HEAP of BRITISH COMMONWEALTH collections, balances and miscellany in approx 50 albums or 
folders plus some additional PO year set folders or presentation packs for Singapore, Australia, etc., 
many of the collections will consist of various 1930s/80s omnibus sets incl several mint 1935 Jubilee 
sets plus additional Coronation (KG VI and QE II), the various issues of the 1960s incl Red Cross, ITU, 
Hunger, etc, the 1970s Anniversaries plus 1980s Diana, etc., also note "new issues" of Singapore and 
Hong Kong, useful sections of Brit SE Asia incl No Borneo, Malaysia, etc., usual mixed condition and a 
very good number will be affected by toning and/or gum disturbance, VG-VF, must be viewed for proper 
evaluation. 1,000

3129 */** 3 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ACCUMULATION. mint and used on dealer stock pages incl. lots of 
King George VI and QEII mint definitive sets to £1, also many better earlier mid-range singles and sets, 
owner's Scott exceeds $8,500, generally F-VF 500

3130 */** 3 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ASSORTMENT. mostly mint sets and singles incl (mint unless otherwise 
noted) Canada 149-59, 162-77 ($1 without gum), Gold Coast 148-59 NH, Hong Kong 168-73, India 254-
71, Patiala 80-95 NH (no toning), KUT 1c-£ KG VI with some perf varieties incl 10c perf 14, 20c perf 13, 
14, 30c perf 14, 50c perf 13x11½, 2sh perf 13, 14, 5sh perf 13, 10sh perf 13, £1 perf 11½x13 mint and 
used, 92-93 NH, 103-17, Malaya Kedah 83-93 ($1-5 NH), New Zealand O72-75, SW Africa 108-20 (few 
toning spots or light gum toning), O23-27 (2), etc., generally F-VF 500

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS 

AUSTRIA
3131 */** 3 AUSTRIA COLLECTION, 1850/2007. mostly mint in two Scott albums (regular issues to 1985 only), 

note 1850/1908 issues mostly complete used incl some perf varieties (includes 1908 10k), 1910 Jubilee 
mint except 5k used), 1910 2k Jubilee lake and olive color proof (PF cert), 1926 Nibelungen imperf, 
1931 Rotary, 1932 Artists, 1933 Ski Federation, 1933 WIPA incl single from S/S, 1933 Catholic Congress, 
1945 Styria Overprints, 1946 singles from Renner S/S NH, mostly complete mint after 1950 and NH 
after 1960, also 1918-47 Airmails, 1950-53 Birds used, additional useful postage dues, military incl 1915 
Overprints imperf, 1915-17 imperf color proofs, newspaper and tax issues, Occupation issues, Lombardy-
Venetia plus Bosnia and Herzegovina, generally F-VF, view to appreciate 500

BELGIUM
3132 */** 3 SPLENDID BELGIUM PARCEL POSTS ISSUES COLLECTION. mostly mint (many NH) with numerous 

premium including (mint unless otherwise noted) Q1-6 mint and used, 1882/97 issue assorted mint and 
used incl few forgeries as usual, Q23 signed Kosack, Q25-28, Q42-48 imperf, Q49 (Berlingin cert), Q61-
80 incl 10fr vert pair imperf between, Q82-102, Q103-31, Q132-38. Q139-72, Q184-207, Q239-62 NH, 
Q310-26, essentially complete 1938/71, few minor faults but generally fresh and F-VF 1,000

3133 */** 3 BELGIUM "BACK OF THE BOOK" ISSUES. mostly mint and incl (mint unless otherwise noted) E1-5, 
O42-46, O47-63, P1-19, P20-40, aassorted 25c/3fr 1891 Telephone issues, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 120

SARAWAK
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3134 * 3 BELGIAN COLONIES ASSORTMENT of mostly mint sets and singles and including (mint unless 
otherwise noted) Belgian Congo 14-26 mint and used incl few shades, 31-40 used, 31a-37a used (incl diff 
types 25c), 40, 41-59, 87 NH, B1-9, plus assorted 1894/1915 with boxed "TAXES" overprint (1908 issue 
used), German East Africa NB1-9 (2), etc., usual mixed condition but better than typically seen, VG-VF, 
view to appreciate 300

CHINA
3135 */** 3 

6 

CHINA (TAIWAN) and PRC 1950s/2000s ISSUES ASSORTMENT. mostly post 1980s NH sets, singles 
and S/S with some extra FDC and misc mint/ used of the 1940s/70s, note some better as Taiwan 1007-09 
used, 1031-.33 mint, 1042-45 used,1091mint,1414-17 NH, 1526-31 NH, C73-75 NH, 1990s/2000s NH sets 
and singles, PRC 1930-37 blocks of 24 NH, 1951-54 blocks of 16 NH, 1956-61 blocks of 16 NH, mid to late 
1980s blocks and S/S NH, etc., generally PO fresh, NH and F-VF 200

3136 * 3 6 CHINA and PRC BALANCE mostly PRC incl 108-10 reprint strips of three, 1055-57 NH, C1-9 mint, 1980s 
presentation folders and FDC, China 1910s/30s revenues incl Famine Relief and Cigarette Tax, also incl 
1975 hardbound edition of Yang PRC catalog and bonus of small stock book of Mongolia 1960s/70s 
topicals, mostly F-VF 150

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
3137 */** 3 SUBSTANTIAL PRC COLLECTION, 1949/82.  considerable collection (no S/S until 1979) of many 

100s of sets and singles neatly arranged in a stock book with many issues represented both mint and 
used, some minor duplication mostly in earlier issues, far too many premium to list individually but the 
collection is loaded with Scott $100+ cat value with useful sections of first issues (incl reprints), early 
overprints, 1950s/60s commemorative and definitive sets (e.g. 620-27 used, 716-31 used), nice section of 
Cultural Revolution-era issues (e.g. 930-37 NH and used, 938-66 used, 992-96 used, 999 NH and used), 
comprehensive sets and singles of the 1970s (e.g. 1067-75 NH), etc., mint stamps virtually all NH or 
without gum as issued, some minor faults here and there but overall far better condition than typically 
seen with vast majority F-VF or better, well worth close inspection, Scott $30,500+ 7,500

3138 */** PRC 1950s/70s ASSORTMENT. generally premium sets and singles including 418-19, 438-40, 441-44, 
518-22, 527-28, 536-37, 561-62, 586-87 (10f l.h.), 615-17 (slightly dist gum)., 711-12, 732-36, 748-49, 758-
59, 760-65 (2), 766, 927-29, 1001-04, 1389-98, 1574-81, etc. plus 344a mounted in the 1959 "Postage 
Stamps of the PRC" volume, F-VF (Scott $3,000+) 800

3139 */** 3 PRC PREMIUM ASSORTMENT. includes (mint or without gum as issued unless otherwise noted) 1-4, 
8-11, 30 used, 42-43, 72-73, 243-44, 351-54, 536-37, 561-62 NH, 760-65, 783-90 NH, 810-17 NH, 1080-83 
NH, 1084-89, 1090-94 NH, 1099-1102 NH, 1108-13 NH, 1211-14 NH (bits of offset on gum), 1218-21 NH, 
1255-70 NH, 1863a complete booklet (3), etc., generally fresh and F-VF 600

3140 ** PRC 1970s/80s COMPLETE BOOKLETS ASSORTMENT. 15 booklets and includes 1607, 1645a-46a 
(2), 1647a (2), 1863a (2), 1900a, F-VF (Scott $2,300+) 550

3141  6 PRC 1970s/80s COVERS ASSORTMENT. approx 30 personal/ commercial/ philatelic (FDC) covers 
with most neatly mounted on homemade pages, notables include 1076-79 FDC, 1095-98 single frankings, 
1126-29 with others on registered FDC to USA, 1383a on registered cover, 1399 (wrinkled/ creased), 
1452, 1540 and 1617 on registered cover to USA (both wrinkled/ creased), etc. also includes a stock 
sheet with some 1970s/80s issues tied on piece, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 250

3142 * 3 PRC COLLECTION, 1949/60. mostly used/ cto in a Schaubek album (pages to 1966) with better as 
(used unless otherwise noted) 132-35 mint, 245a-248a, 344a, 357a, 456, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 200

3143 ** PRC MINT NH ASSORTMENT. mostly 1980s sets and few S/S and incl 1530-39, 1557-72 (2), 1785 (2), 
2019 booklet (2), 2036 (3), 2063 (5), etc., F-VF 75

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA - LIBERATED AREAS
3144 * 3 PRC 1946/49 LIBERATED AREAS COLLECTION. mostly mint/ without gum as issued sets and singles 

in a stock book, numerous premium incl (mint unless otherwise noted) 1L17-19, 1L30-48, 1L44a, 1L135 
reprint used, 1L150-53 reprint, 2L57-60, 2L68-69, 3L1-8, 3L77-81 imperf pairs, 3L82-88 (2), etc., generally 
fresh and F-VF (Scott $2,100+) 650
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3145 * 3 

6 S 

CUBA STAMP AND POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION 1830/1900s. a comprehensive collection of 
mainly covers and cards in twelve albums, includes pre-stamp and stampless covers with 1830 entire 
to London rated "3/2" and showing step-type ‚'KINGSBRIDGE/SHIP LETTER'' also with original bill 
of lading, 1839 entire to France, bearing boxed "PAYS D'OUTREMER/PAR LE HAVRE", Steamship 
letters including Lanman and Kemp correspondence to New York, 1841 entire to Havana, bearing scarce 
straight line ‚"MATANZAS", Spanish period, 1910 Issue "Specimen" blocks 1c-10c and 50c, airmails, 
censored mail, cancellations, postal stationery including 1899 1c-5c cut squares on white and blue with 
"Specimen" overprints, postcards, etc. 1,500

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
3146 ** 3 4 CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1950s/70s SHEETS and S/S mostly mint (some used/ cto) in two albums and 

featuring nice group of the popular 1960s/70s Art series sheets of four plus a handful of earlier incl 434a 
NH, 719 on exhibition cover (2), 1080 sheet of four NH, 1134a NH, 1354-60 sheets of ten NH, etc. plus 
few specimens and "proof" presentation cards, generally PO fresh and F-VF 150

DENMARK
3147 */** 3 DENMARK COLLECTION, 1851/1989. mostly mint in a Schaubek hingeless album and incl (mint 

unless otherwise noted) 4 pair used, 3-8 used, O2-3 used, O23-24, etc., some duplication with shades, 
usual mixed condition in the earlier issues but generally F-VF: Scott $1,850+ 180

FRENCH COLONIES - French Southern and Antarctic Territory
3148 */** FRENCH SOUTHERN ANTARCTIC COLLECTION 1956/2006. all-mint collection in mounts on Scott 

pages, some earlier key items are NH incl. Scott 28, C8, C13-14, C19-23, C26-27, generally fresh and Very 
Fine 400

3149 * 3 FRENCH ANTARCTIC MINT COLLECTION, 1955/81. mint (some NH) sets and singles in a Kabe 
album and incl 16-19, 45 NH, C1-2, C3 NH, C6, C17 NH, C21-23 NH, etc., fresh and F-VF (Scott for NH 
$770+) 75

GERMAN STATES
3150 */(*) 3 GERMAN STATES COLLECTION of mostly used Baden, Bavaria, Bergdorf (unused), Bremen incl #2 

used (APS cert), Thurn & Taxis, usual mixed condition but better than usual, VG-VF 150

GERMANY AND GERMAN AREA
3151 * 3 GERMAN WW I and WW II OCCUPATIONS and PLEBISCITES collection in a Scott album, includes 

sections of Allenstein, Belgian WW I occupation with some covers, Channel Islands, with some covers, 
Czechoslovakia with some locals, Bohemia and Moravia, Slovakia mand Legion Post, Danzig incl 1930 
Free State Anniv mint, 1932 Exhibition airmails mint, 1939 Germany Administration overprints mint, 
1937 Magdeburg S/S (stamps NH), 1921-39 postage dues complete mint, Estonia, etc., generally F-VF 200

GERMANY
3152 * 3 GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1945, extensive collection of mostly mint on set of Scott pages with 

few empty spaces, note 1872 Eagles complete mint or used, 65A mint, "Germania" issues mint and used 
incl booklet panes and "Zusammendrucke", strong 1927/45 issues incl charity sets and singles and S/S 
and remium as B33 stamps NH), B33a-d mint, B34-37 NH, B68 used (slight paper erosion), B68a-d mint, 
B104-05 NH, C35-42 mint, C43-44 used, with some booklet panes as 399b (2), B19a, B28a, B29a, B60a, 
B63a, C30b, C30c, varieties incl 458 "1585" var., etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF 750

3153 */**5 

3 

GERMANY BACK OF BOOK COLLECTION. mint and used collection in mounts on homemade pages, 
incl. post WWII Locals 1945-46, Soviet Zone 1948 overprints on Allied Occupation joint issues, various 
revenues and WWII official mail Third Reich issues tied on pieces from 24 different offices and 36 other 
pieces w/stamps tied by full special cancel, esoteric and unusual group, great for the specialist, huge 
Michel catalog value, inspection definitely required, generally F-VF 300

CUBA
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3154 */** 3 GERMANY COLLECTION, 1945/2008. mostly mint on Scott pages (regular issues to 1990 only) and 
majority NH after 1955, starts with American/ British zones incl some varieties of the Band and Network 
overprint issues and perf varieties/ errors in the Buildings issues, includes 675a mint, 702-21 NH, 1953-
54 Welfare NH, Etc., generally fresh and F-VF 250

3155 * 3 GERMANY COLELCTION, 1872/1945. highly complete and mostly used on Scott pages, includes 
numerous better sets, singles and S/S highlighted by 1872 Large and Small Shields nearly complete 
used, 62-65A used (65 with paint retouch), strong inflation period, 1925-29 Coats of Arms used, 3rd 
Reich highly complete mostly used and incl S/S as 1930 IPOSTA NH, 1933 10-Year Anniversary mint 
(small faults), 1935 OSTROPA used (small faults as usual), airmails incl 1924 Eagles used, 1926-27 Eagles 
used, 1931 Polar Flight used, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF; Scott catalog well over $7,500 200

GERMANY - FRENCH ZONE
3156 * 3 GERMANY - SAAR plus POST WW II FRENCH ZONE COLLECTION. nicely filled set of Scott pages 

with numerous premium incl Saar 1-17 used (less 80pf), 35 used, 86-87 used, 83 used, 99-116 used, 120-
35 used, 139-54 mint, B61-74 mint, B75 used, B76-81 mint, C1-11 used, C12 mint, French Zone 5N1-40 
used, 5N41-46 NH, 5NB1-4 mint, 5NB5-14 NH, 6N30-38 used, 6NB1-2 used, 8N28-37 used, 8NB1-4 mint, 
etc., some dubious cancels as usual, generally F-VF; Scott $2,900+ 75

GERMANY - BERLIN
3157  3 BERLIN USED COLLECTION. highly complete in mounts on quadrille or Scott pages, most postally 

used though some later period cto noted, the only item appearing to be missing is thee 1949 Currency 
Reform S/S, most appear genuine but, as usual, some dubious cancels/ overprints may be found, 
generally F-VF; Scott to 1956 $4,450+ 200

3158 */** 3 BERLIN COLLECTION, 1948/90. mostly mint in a Set of Scott pages with the only item missing being 
the 1949 Currency Reform S/S, mixed mint and used through the 1949 Landmarks issue and mint 
thereafter with majority NH from the 1960s on, earlier NH include 1952 Olympics, 1953 Workers, 1954 
7pf-70pf Buildings, etc., generally F-VF 150

EAST GERMANY
3159 */** 3 POST WW II LOCALS, EAST GERMANY and SOVIET ZONE COLLECTION in a Scott album with 

some homemade pages, DDR charity, air post and official issues only with some premium as 1950 Debria 
S/S mint, var\ous Russian Zones with 1949 Goethe S/S (stamp NH), Locals useful Cottbus, Finsterwalde, 
Gorlitz, Lubbenau, Meissen, Oldenburg incl S/S, Spremberg, Strausberg, Storkow, Berlin, Soviet Zone 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern incl 12NB1-3 mint, Saxony, West Saxony, East Saxony, Thuringia incl S/S, 
etc., nicely enhanced with handful of covers, generally F-VF 250

GREENLAND
3160 */** GREENLAND COLLECTION, 1938/86 with BONUS. in Schaubek hingeless pages and incl 1-9, 10-18, 

19-27, 22a-27a,, etc. plus Thule 1935/36 10o-45o; bonus Faroe Islands 1975/86 mostly NH, F-VF; Scott 
$2,650+ 300

ICELAND
3161 */(*) 3 ICELAND COLLECTION, 1873/1982. substantial collection in a Scott album with numerous premium 

as (mint unless otherwise noted) 3 unused, 5, 6 unused, 7 unused (2), 8 unused, 20, 74-76, 86-90 used, 
143, 144-48, 150, 152-66, 181, 213-16, 232-35, B5, C1-3, O3 unused, O4-7, O9, etc. usual mixed condition 
with some early issue dubious cancels as often, mostly F-VF 400

3162 * 3 ICELAND ACCUMULATION, 1873-1949, few hundred mostly used and identified on stock book pages, 
highlights include (used unless specified): 2 (2 mint or unused), 4 o.g., 7 (3 with one unused, two used), 
86-91, many King and surcharged issues, C11, assorted Officials, etc., note some scattered flaws/faults as 
usual but generally F-VF, plenty of catalogue present but in need of close examination. 350

INDONESIA
3163 ** INDONESIA 1948/49 ISSUES MINT COLLECTION of sets, singles and S/S in mounts on pages, 

includes airmails, officials and premium as 60, 65c imperf with "RIS" overprint, 70-90 (less 81), 117, 119, 
C13-18, etc., NH, F-VF; Scott $1,500+ 250
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3164 */** 6 ISRAEL MINT COLLECTION. collection in a Habul hingeless album from 1949-78, continuation of 
collection on Scott pages 1979-97 and loose in glassines to 2010, fairly complete from mid-1950s but 
some 1949-55 issues as well, also some first day covers 150

3165 */** 3 ISRAEL ACCUMULATION. collection balances, stock books, etc. in 13 binders plus small group of 
presentation folders, all in all many 100s of mint, used, tabs, S/S, etc., a handful of premium issues with 
majority post 1960s, also note bit of early Palestine, usual mixed condition with some light toning/gum 
disturbances on some, VG-VF Offer

ITALIAN STATES
3166 */(*) 3 ITALIAN STATES ASSORTMENT. 36 stamps incl a few reprints/ forgeries with better as Parma 4 used, 

5 used (2), 6 used, 8 used, 10 mint, 14 unused, Romagna 5 used (signed Diena), Roman States 13 unused 
(2), 14 used, 15 unused (3), Sardinia 5 used, 8 used, Tuscany 6-7 used, 12 used (2), 15 used (2), etc., 
usual very mixed condition, VG-VF 200

ITALIAN STATES - Sardinia
3167 */(*)5 

3 

SARDINIA COLLECTION of about 75 items on pages and incl some shade varieties and 6 cover fronts, 
note 5-6 used, useful assortment of mostly used 1855/63 issue incl range of shades, usual mixed condition 
incl few reprints/ dubious as usual, VG-VF, view to appreciate 75

ITALIAN STATES - Tuscany
3168  3 TUSCANY "LION" ISSUES ASSORTMENT WITH BONUS. over 350 singles on multiple stock cards, 

mostly "Lion" issues but also includes some "Coat of Arms" and a bonus of some Naples issues, Sicily 
Ferdinand II issues, Roman States, early imperf Italy, etc., expect some faulty and forgeries/ reprints but 
also note many attractively margined singles, generally Fine or better, substantial catalogue value present 
but in need of a specialist's examination 500

ITALY - A.M.G. / VENEZIA GIULIA
3169 */** 3 

6 

A.M.G. aand TRIESTE-A COLLECTIONS. binder with Bush specialty pages (some mounted, some 
waiting to be placed) plus three cover albums of Trieste-A FDC (incl 53-54, J29), AMG issues for Germany, 
France, Sicily, Naples, Austria, AMG/ VG, some censored/ POW mail, errors and varieties, etc., generally 
F-VF, view to appreciate 150

JAPAN
3170 */** 3 JAPAN COLLECTION, 1876/1987. mostly mint in two nicely filled Scott albums, includes some pre-

1876 issues (some good, some not) and 1876/1907 issues nearly complete used with variety of cancels, 
early 20th century mixed mint and used with 155-58 mint and used, 1930s/50s with nice assortment of 
mint Parks sets and some later S/S though do note 288a NH, 463a NH and 504a NH, 261a complete 
booklet, late 1940s Exhibition S/S mint selection, 378a mint, 385a NH, also 421a mint, 422-23 mint, 479 
mint, 517a NH, 519a NH, 525-26 NH, 564a NH, 572a NH, etc. with post 1960s mostly mint and some NH, 
earlies usual mixed condition with most F-VF 500

3171 */** 3 JAPAN & ASIA GROUP. mostly mint accumulation in a small carton with much value in Japan 1930s-50s 
National Park souvenir sheets and others in a small mint sheet file, also Scott #2 mint no gum as issued, 
other material on black stock cards and dealer pages incl. nice Korea pre-1951 mint group incl. Scott #90 
(CV $500+), other countries incl. Southeast Asia and Middle East, inspection recommended, generally 
F-VF Offer

LUXEMBOURG
3172 */** 3 LUXEMBOURG COLLECTION, 1852/2008. two well-filled Scott albums of mostly mint with numerous 

better as (mint unless otherwise noted) 1-3 (incl 1a) used, 1859/79 issues assorted used (some dubious 
cancels as typical), 27, 62a, 82a NH, 125a NH (paper wrinkled), mostly complete after 1945 with nearly 
all NH after 1957 incl charity issues, B1-65, B65N, B65P-Q favor cancel, B66-185, O11a in pair with 
normal (Sismondo cert), useful post-1891 officials, etc., generally F-VF 250

ISRAEL
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3173  3 NETHERLANDS & COLONIES USED GROUP 1852/1956. nice selection of mostly better used incl. 
Scott #3, 6, 11-12, 33, 53, 97-100, 104-5, C13-14, Netherlands Antilles 184-86 and Surinam C18, owner's 
Scott $2,600, F-VF 200

PORTUGAL AND COLONIES
3174  3 PORTUGAL 1853/66 NUMERAL CANCELS ADVANCED COLLECTION. approx 400 singles neatly 

arranged on stock pages with nearly every stamp chosen for a clearly legible cancel on an attractive sound 
stamp with full margins or well centered, about 129 different numbers incl Azores, Horta, Ponta Delgada, 
Madeira (Scott A9, A12, A20, etc.) with some duplication showing different types with 52 "Porto" (39), 
numerous premium stamps incl 7, 8, 18, 24, etc., some minor faults as expected but generally F-VF or 
better 1,500

3175  3 PORTUGAL 1869/79 NUMERAL CANCELS ADVANCED COLLECTION. approx 335 singles neatly 
arranged on stock pages with the stamps selected primarily for quality of cancel but good number well 
centered with fresh color, some duplication with different types of cancel and incl about 130 different 
numbers incl 156 in blue, Angra, Horta, Funchal and some stamps with Azores (2) or Madeira (5) 
overprint, some premium stamps noted as well incl 27, 29, 31, 33, 42-43, 47, generally F-VF or better 1,250

3176 * 3 PORTUGAL REVENUES GROUP. stock book of approx 230 mostly pre-1920s issues incl multiples but 
incl some more recent and 2 bonus pages of colonies incl Mozambique on a 1948 or 1949 document, 
Macao, etc., usual mixed conditrion, VG-VF 75

PORTUGAL
3177  3 PORTUGAL 1853/64 ISSUES USED COLLECTION, 37 used singles arranged in SG catalog order on a 

stock sheet, with each stamp selected for quality incl margins, color and quality of cancel, few duplicates 
with some shade varieties, incl 1853 5r (2), 50r (2), 100r, 1855/56 5r (2), etc., generally fresh and F-VF 
or better 2,000

3178  3 PORTUGAL 1866/84 ISSUES USED COLLECTION of 134 singles arranged in SG order on stock 
sheets, select singles with clear cancels, good color and better than typical centering, includes shade and 
perf varieties with 1866-67 5r-120r, 1867-70 5r-240r, 1870-84 perf 12½ 5r-1000r (includes 240r), perf 13½ 
5r-1000r (less 120r deep blue), perf 14 100r, perf 11 5r, 1882/84 chalk-surfaced perf 12½ and 13½, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF or better; substantial catalog value 750

3179 * 3 PORTUGAL 1894/1940 COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES COLLECTION. good deal complete for period 
with used to 1911/12 issue and mint thereafter, includes 1894 Prince Henry used, 1895 St Anthony used, 
1911 Overprints used incl few inverted overprints, 1925 Branco mint, 1926-28 Independence issues mint, 
1931 Alvares mint, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 750

3180 * 3 PORTUGAL 1912/30 "CERES" ISSUES COLLECTION of approx 350 singles arranged in SG order 
on stock sheets plus an extra bit with some mint multiples, highly complete for period incl shade, paper 
and perf varieties, surcharges, high values as 1912-20 10c-15c mint, 1923 3c pale blue used, 1920 20c 
chocolate mint, 30c grey brown used (3), 1e used, 1920-26 1c on thick paper block mint, 2c on thick 
paper pair mint, 1921 2e mint, 1923-26 perf 12x11½ on glazed 1e-20e mint, 1926 2c-10e mint, 1928-29 
10c on ¼c inverted surcharge mint, 1929 10c perf 15x14 mint, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, a splendid 
collection of this complex issue 500

3181 */** PORTUGAL 1931-49 ISSUES MINT COLLECTION neatly arranged on stock sheets and with some 
NH, includes 1931 4c-5e NH, 1935-41 4c-20e, 1941 Costumes, 1943-49 5c-50e Ship (15e-50e NH), 1945 
Carmona incl S/S, 1946 Castles incl S/S (1e-3.50e and S/S NH), 1947 Costumes, 1949 Portraits, 1949 
Portraits S/S used, generally fresh and F-VF 500

3182 * 3 PORTUGAL "BACK OF THE BOOK" COLLECTION neatly organized on stock sheets and incl 1936 
Airmails mint, 1898 100r-200r Postage Dues mint, 1932-40 Postage Dues mint, 1955 5e Orange postage 
due perf 12½ used, useful parcel post issues, etc., generally F-VF 150

3183  3 PORTUGAL 1880/1912 ISSUES COLLECTION of about 200 singles ( a few mint snuck in) neatly 
arranged in SG catalog order on stock sheets, highly complete for period incl shade and perf varieties, 
includes 1884 500r black, 1892-94 200r-300r perf 13½, useful "PROVISORIO" overprints, etc., generally 
fresh and F-VF or better, nice collection from this challenging period 100

NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING:
 

Mailing of Lots to Foreign Addresses
Lots are shipped by Federal Express or USPS Express Mail. If you prefer another method, you must contact our office in advance with your 

preferred method, acknowledging that you accept full responsibility for the lots once they leave our office.
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3184 */** MACAO MINT COLLECTION to 1993.  neatly arranged on stock sheets or in hingeless pages (1956-93) 
in a binder and good deal complete for the period and with large majority without gum as issued or NH, 
includes airmails, postage dues and postal tax issues, premium throughout incl 1-16, 17-28, 35-44, 45, 
46-57, 58-66B, 75-103, 108-31, 160, 162-63, 187-94 NH, 206-09, 210-25, 230-238K, 259-67, 268-88, 289-305, 
306-315A, 361-63 o.g., 440-42 NH, 482a NH, 517a NH, 529a NH, C&-15 NH, J1-58 (less J22A), far above 
average condition, generally fresh and F-VF; approximate Yang catalog value HK$270,000) 2,000

3185 */** MACAO MINT COLLECTION to 1993. neatly arranged on stock sheets or in hingeless pages (1962-93) 
in a binder and good deal complete for the period and with large majority without gum as issued or NH, 
includes airmails, postage dues and postal tax issues, premium throughout incl 17-28, 35-44 (less 80r), 
45, 46-57, 58-66B, 75-103, 108-31, 147-157D, 160, 162-63, 206-09, 210-25, 230-238K, 259-67, 268-88, 289-
305, 306-315A, 324-35 o.g., 341-347A o.g., 361-63 o.g., 440-42 (2p, 5p NH), 482a NH, 517a NH, 529a NH, 
C1-20 l.h., J1-58 (less J22A), far above average condition, generally fresh and F-VF; approximate Yang 
catalog value HK$270,000 2,000

3186 ** MACAO ACCUMULATION. mostly 1990s sets, singles, S/S, mini-sheets, booklets, etc. in a "packed 
to capacity" stock book, some duplication (generally up to 10 each), better include 561-64 sheets (7), 
592-95 sheets (9), 617-20 sheets (5), 693-96 sheets (37), 697 (37), 699-702 sheets (21), 786-89 sheets 
(26), 791-96 sheets (37), 804 (27), 838-41 sheets (10), 843 (74), 848 (31), etc., also assorted sheets and 
multiples in a folder incl 522 sheet of 50, 742-45 sheets of 50 (4), 829-32 sheets of 50 (2), 849-52 sheets 
of 50 (2), NH, F-VF; Scott $17,500+ 250

3187 ** MACAO 1997/99 S/S ACCUMULATION. 100 each of 10 different (859, 864, 873, 877, 892, 915, 925, 
951, 961, 968); 897 (2), NH, VF; Scott $4,475 Offer

RUSSIA
3188  6  RUSSIA COVERS & STATIONERY. large accumulation of hundreds incl. modern cacheted covers, 

postal stationery and cards, features special cancels and souvenir items 120

SWEDEN
3189 */** 3  SWEDEN COLLECTION, 1918/1986. most value in complete booklets with some additional singles, 

S/S, panes (some w/o tab), etc. in 2 stock books, some premium as (mint unless otherwise noted) 443a 
booklet (2), 535a booklet, 546a booklet, 841a booklet (2), etc., mostly NH and F-VF 75

SWITZERLAND
3190  3  SWITZERLAND IMPERFS, 1850-62 ISSUES, about 150 stamps on black stock cards, mostly „Strubili“ 

issues to 1fr (2), unchecked for types and with duplication including many shades and printings, expect 
some small flaws/faults bit also note decent margined singles, mostly F-VF, ideal for specialist, Scott over 
$10,000 as cheapest type. 500

3191  3  SWITZERLAND ACCUMULATION to 1940. unpicked amassment of several hundred and loaded with 
better issues, mostly used sorted into glassines, starting with issues of 1862 and we note perf varieties, 
different papers, etc., usual mixed condition but generally F-VF, in need of a specialist‘s touch 250

THAILAND
3192 */** 3  VOLUMINOUS THAILAND STOCK. many 1000s of stamps, S/S, sheets and part sheets in about 20 

binders/ sheet folders with huge majority of the value in 1980s/2000s sheets, mini-sheets, multiples and 
S/S (incl some imperfs) with plenty of duplication in some issues, earlier issues subject to some gum 
toning/ disturbance but the vast majority is PO fresh, NH and VF, enormous catalog/ retail value 1,000

VATICAN CITY
3193 */**  VATICAN CITY MINT 1929/76. all mint collection in mounts in a Minkus album, nearly complete 

for the period, post-WWII issues NH incl. good airmails, owner‘s Scott $3,000+, fresh and attractive, 
generally F-VF 250

3194 */** 3  VATICAN HOLDING. mostly mint group incl. a general collection, also four stockbooks and a folder 
with runs of sets, singles and souvenir sheets, better items throughout, generally Very Fine, worth review 150

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Macao
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3195 **  YEMEN ASSORTMENT. stock book of NH pre-1970s issues and loaded with topicals incl Olympics, 
Kennedy and World Leaders, imperfs, S/S, „PERIODICAL‘ overprints, unissued items, etc., genrally 
fresh and VF 75

BRITISH AND FOREIGN COVERS AND POSTAL HISTORY
3196  6  WORLDWIDE MOURNING COVER COLLECTION 1833/1907. mounted collection of 66 mourning 

covers primarily from Great Britain plus Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Jamaica, Russia, Switzerland, 
and others with some interesting frankings and a couple with historical import, noted includes GB 1d 
penny black #1 on 1840 mourning lettersheet, GB 2d blue and 10d embossed on transatlantic mourning 
cover to the United States, 1836 free frank of Fitzroy Somerset, Lord (Baron Raglan) Commander-
in-Chief in the Crimea, etc., condition is mixed, but many interesting covers, please examine for full 
appreciation 1,500

3197  6  INTERRUPTED MAILS COVER GROUP. approx 50 mostly US and GB covers with variety of auxiliary 
markings, labels, forms, etc. indicating reasons for disruption, delay, damage, etc. to the letter or package, 
mostly post-1950s with delays due to postal strike, damage in handling, insufficient postage, misdirected, 
flooding, „rough seas“, pillar box fire, Israel bound envelopes delayed for X-rays, insufficient address, 
return to sender - recipient won‘t pay postage due, etc., expected condition for items damaged in the 
mails, Very Fine selection for the specialist.  250

3198  6  WORLDWIDE COVERS ASSORTMENT. approx 50 stampless period through 1930s including postal 
stationery and some Hungarian parcel cards, interesting mix incl numerous central Europe (Austria, 
Hungary, etc.), Poland incl early stampless as Danzig, 1898 Argentina letter card domestic use, 1899 Peru 
to Germany, 1903 GB KE VII registry envelope to Germany with „Insured“ label, 1927 GB KG V registry 
envelppe to Poland with large wax seals of the Polish consulate, Egypt 1938 Cotton Congress FDC 150

3199  6  STAMPLESS COVERS SELECTION. 16 19th century folded letters mostly French or Cuban related 
including 1826 to Le Havre with black 2-line „Colonies Par/Nantes;“ 1833 to Havana with red 2-line 
„Puerto Principe“ and black „2“ handstamps; 1839 to Havana with red 2-line „S. Jun Delo/Remedios;“ 
1839 Caracas to London with forwarder handstamps; 1840 to Havana with nice strike of straight line 
„Trinidad;“ 1856 Cuban domestic from Havana to Guines with blue dispatch/receiving cancels; 1859 
Havana to Bordeaux via New York; etc., usual mixed condition with some aging but Fine overall 100

AFRICA
3200 */** 3  AFRICA ACCUMULATION. approx 18 albums and stock books of different sizes with plenty of French 

Africa (pre- and post-independence) incl topicals, imperfs, S/S, etc. plus some Liberia, useful Egypt, 
Morocco, etc., poor storage conditions caused gum toning/ disturbance on many but much is salvageable, 
VG-VF, viewing essential 200

ASIA
3201 */** 3  ASIA ACCUMULATION. approx 20 albums/ stock books with some additional loose stuff (incl assorted 

Macao, China, PRC NH), most value in SE Asia incl Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia with some add‘l India, 
Mongolia, Middle East region, many topicals and incl some imperf varieties, S/S, etc., poor storage 
causes many to be toned and/or with disturbed gum, VG-VF, viewing a must 250

EUROPE
3202 */** 3  EUROPE & COLONIES GROUP. 19th and 20th Century mint and used accumulation on auction lot 

pages and dealer stock sheets, incl. early Greece, Italy, German States, Iceland, Surinam, Netherlands, 
also some better Norway, Saar, San Marino, Switzerland, Vatican etc., owner‘s Scott exceeds $9,000, worth 
a close look, generally F-VF 700

3203 */** 3  EUROPE ACCUMULATION. approx 16 albums and stock books of varying sizes with some useful 
Liechtenstein, Vatican City (note 35-40 mint, C18-19 NH), Turkey, France, topicals, etc., usual mixed 
condition with many affected by gum toning/ disturbances, VG-VF, viewing a must 300

3204  6  LATVIA AND LITHUANIA POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION. an unusual accumulation of several 
hundred covers from the early 1990s including commercial mail, oversized envelopes, philatelic mail 
and a few postcards, a Fine accumulation of material that is seldom seen in this quantity. Offer

YEMEN
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3205 */** 3  LATIN AMERICA GROUP. mostly mint accumulation in a small carton arranged on black stock cards 
and dealer pages, most countries represented, best is Colombia Scott #331-38 and 331a (inverted center) 
(CV $727), 421-32 blocks of four (CV $260), 457-63 NH blocks of four unlisted imperfs, CLE24-31, CFLE1 
(CV $175), also Venezuela first air high values unused in quantity, some minor items stuck, owner‘s Scott 
well over $2,000, generally F-VF 150

3206 */** 3 LATIN AMERICA GROUP. mostly mint accumulation in a small carton arranged on black stock cards 
and dealer pages, most countries represented, best is Colombia Scott #331-38 and 331a (inverted center) 
(CV $727), 421-32 blocks of four (CV $260), 457-63 NH blocks of four unlisted imperfs, CLE24-31, CFLE1 
(CV $175), also Venezuela first air high values unused in quantity, some minor items stuck, owner's Scott 
well over $2,000, generally F-VF 150

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS
3207 */** 3 

6 

CHESS TOPICAL COLLECTION. sets, singles, covers, FDC, chess related cancels and cachets, etc. in 
2 albums and incl better as 1951 Cuba issues assortment incl set on FDC, set on presentation sheet, NH 
values, Hungary 1950 imperf NH, 1974 set NH, French Africa deluxe proofs and imperfs NH, Djibouti 
1982 sheets of ten NH, Yugoslavia 1950 set NH (2), on FDC (2) and on cacheted event cover, etc., 
generally F-VF 100

3208 */** THE MOTHER OF ALL "EUROPA" STOCKS. mint mostly NH 1950s/2000s sets, singles, booklets, 
S/S, mini-sheets and some specialty items and incl precursors and related topics (United Europe, etc.) 
in approx 75 albums (incl numerous hingeless) and stock books of various sizes,  plenty of duplication 
and incl many premium items (1956 set, 1960s Liechtenstein, Cyprus, Fr and Span Andorra, 1970s 
Monaco sheets, 1992 Albania S/S, etc.), due to poor storage many will suffer from gum toning and./ 
or disturbances but there is also plenty that is PO fresh, NH and F-VF, mammoth catalog value and well 
worth careful viewing and evaluation 1,000

3209 ** 4 EUROPA ACCUMULATION. stock book bursting with S/S, mini-sheets, multiples, etc. of 1970s/2000s 
(handful of earlier) issues of a variety of countries incl Gibraltar, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Liechtenstein (incl 
1960s sheets), Faroe Isl, Channel Isl, etc., minor duplication, NH, F-VF, huge retail value 75

3210 * 6 4 

S P
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN WORLDWIDE TOPICALS. collection of stamps, souvenir sheets and proofs 
housed on black stock pages, plus some additional FDCs in sleeves, wide range of countries and issues, 
ex-Bailar 150

3211 */** 3 THE MOTHERLODE OF TOPICAL COLLECTIONS. approx 160 albums and stock books of varying 
sizes and amongst them an incredible array of topical collections and assortments of primarily post-1950s 
issues though some earlier, includes imperfs, S/S, specialty items incl French area deluxe proofs, mini-
sheets, among the many topics we note (in no particular order) sports incl 1920s/80s Olympics (e.g. 
Greece 1896 1D-10D used, Germany 1936 S/S used), JF Kennedy, Art, 1958 Brussels Fair, various 1960s 
omnibus sets (Malaria, Hunger, ITU, Refugees, Malaria, etc.), music incl entertainers, Costumes, Boy 
Scouts, flowers, animals and birds, space incl astronauts and rockets, 1949 UPU incl British and French 
sets, Int'l Geophysical Year with better S/S, Ships, Rotary, etc., many premium sets and singles spread 
throughout, poor storage, though, has caused well more than half the mint to suffer from toned or 
disturbed gum, VG-VF, much salvageable in this smorgasbord sporting an immense catalog/ retail value 2,000

3212 */** 3 TOPICAL STOCKBOOK ACCUMULATION. large assortment in seven various stockbooks and binders, 
incl. mostly mint sets, singles, souvenir sheets, full sheets etc., nice variety of material with better items 
throughout 150

3213 */** 3 WORLDWIDE TOPICAL ACCUMULATION. mint and used accumulation of sets, singles and souvenir 
sheets in five various stockbooks, folders and an album featuring sports, art and many many more topics 120

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS AND VARIOUS
3214 * 3 WORLDWIDE COLLECTION TO 1972,  multi-generational worldwide collection offered intact as 

received in 26 albums (all but one are Scott Specialty), highlights are many but we note note Austria 
classics, Spain and colonies, excellent Scandinavia including Finland "serpentine" issues, attractive early 
Germany including excellent States and colonies, splendid early Switzerland, early Japan in need of 
research, attractive British Colonies, Portugal and colonies, etc., typical mixed condition but the overall 
condition is quite fresh and attractive, generally F-VF or better, allow time for careful viewing, impressive 
collection with high catalogue value present, don't miss this one. 3,000

3215 * 3 6 WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT. nice mix of mint and used sets and singles plus handful of FDC 
highlighted by (mint unless otherwise noted) US 112-14 used, 114-E6d block in orange without gum, 
116 used, Belgium C12 NH, Canal Zone  49-51, 58-59, 120-35 cacheted FDC, O4-7 NH,  Dahomey 17-
31,  France 198-201, Lebanon 18-21, 45-48, French Guinea 33-47, Greece 117-28 mint (few regum or 
unused), 121 block NH, 159-63 used, 164, 184-97 (few regum incl 5D) and used, Ivory Coast 21-36 (10c 
used), Mauritania 1-17, Russia 472-75, 659-65, 706-12, C45-48, Senegal 57-72, Syria 133-36, 166-69, Upper 
Senegal & Niger 1-17, etc., usual mixed condition incl some light gum toning issues, mostly F-VF 1,200

LATIN AMERICA
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3216 */** 3 

6 

WORLDWIDE "EMPTYING OF A STAMP ROOM". filling the boxes with (in no particular order) UN 
with Hundertwasser sheets and graphics, Estonia starter collection, topicals galore, post 1970s philatelic 
covers and FDC, Ireland 19th/20th century covers incl flights plus some 1980s NH, Scandinavia incl 
Faroe Isl sheets and booklets plus Iceland 240-45 NH (3) and FDC (5), WW II censored/ POW/ Red 
Cross covers, Jersey pre-1950s incoming/ outgoing covers, 2 pages of Sicily Ferdinand II issues, cigar 
box of 1980s NH Liechtenstein (face about fr400-500), Czechoslovakia 1940s/60s issues incl some flight 
covers and sheets of later issues, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, viewing highly recommended.  1,000

3217 * 3 WORLDWIDE BALANCE. several thousands of unpicked mint and used in glassines, stock cards, dealer 
or album pages, etc., generally from classic period to issues of the 1930s with some good Germany, 
Italy, Brit. Commonwealth, etc, usual mixed condition with most F-VF, huge catalogue value present and 
warrants a good, close inspection 500

3218 * 3 WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION in 8 STOCK BOOKS. impressive array of issues with useful classics 
and better including a large group of 19th century Swiss telegraph stamps as well as an attractive group 
of early imperfs including "Strubili" issues to 1fr, early GB to 5/- issues, Brit. Commonwealth, attractive 
early Belgium and Italy, Scandinavia, etc., usual mixed condition, generally F-VF, in need of careful 
examination 500

3219 */** 3 MYSTERY BOX 500
3220 * 3 WORLDWIDE BALANCE. three stock books and a moderatley well filled set of Harris album pages for 

"H" to "U" countries (no binder), note stock book of Germany, Bahrain with useful NH 1970s/80s issues, 
etc., generally F-VF; owner's Scott value $10,500+ 500

3221 */** 3 HEAP OF WORLDWIDE S/S plus some mini-sheets, singles multiples. etc. in 23 small stock books, also 
note handful of imperf varieties and deluxe proofs, vast majority mint and primarily NH post 1960s and 
loaded with topicals, some minor duplication and highlighted by sheets of Korea incl No Korea, SE Asia 
incl Singapore and Vietnam, Czechoslovakia, French Africa, Belgium, Netherlands, Hungary, Germany 
incl DDR, UN, Brit Pacific, Portugal, Israel, Latin America, etc., some premium with most up to about 
$20 cat value, some with light toning and/or bit of disturbed gum but mostly F-VF 300

3222 * 3 6 WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION. assorted balance collections, stamps on/ off paper incl US, post 1960s 
covers/ FDC incl US, useful QE II period postal stationery (incl aerogrammes) of Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand, UN and GB, UN incl FDC and some better early as #38 NH, topicals, etc., usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF 250

3223 * 3 6 WORLDWIDE "OLIO" OF STAMPS and COVERS. includes stock books of Belgian and French 
precancels with better issues, a topical "Star of David" collection with stamps, covers, cinderellas and 
US perfins, cover album with variety of different incl 1912 Rhein-Main fown flight card, 1936 Olympics 
Zeppelin flight, early 20th century European picture pcds, etc., some 19th century German official 
receipts for taxes, registered mail, etc., group of 7 German "Riesen-Postkarte" with most having colorful 
designs, Puerto Rico 1890s revenue sheets, Cuba 14 sheet of 170 (small faults; Scott $4,250), etc., usual 
mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 200

3224 * 3 WORLDWIDE BALANCE. includes Scott Int'l Vol 1-2 with few 100s mostly used, Disney topical NH 
sets, singles and S/S plus FDC in three volumes, UN mint singles and blocks (some MI) incl early 1950s 
premium issues and #38 1st and 2nd print NH, envelopes of US on paper, bit of PRC incl 1978 Galloping 
Horses NH (no S/S), Israel starter collection, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 150

3225 * 3 WORLDWIDE BALANCE in albums, stock books or sorted by country in glassines, includes useful 
British Commonwealth, Netherlands and colonies, Scandinavia, 1910s/30s Ethiopia, etc., usual mixed 
condition, mostly F-VF 100

3226 * 3 6 WORLDWIDE BALANCE. what's left of a huge estate with most value in UN collections and balances 
with some additional philatelic/ FDC incl US, topicals, balances, etc., very mixed condition with some 
toning issues, VG-VF, viewing a must 100

3227 * 3 WORLDWIDE BALANCE. note US collection with useul "back of the book" incl revenues, Germany 
collection in a large Minkus albm incl DDR, miscellany in stock books, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-
VF 75

3228 * 3 WORLDWIDE ODDMENTS. mostly mid-20th century German area incl sheets of East Germany officials, 
Tuscany 7 usd (APS cert), 17 used (APS cert), mixed condition, VG-VF 50

IMPORTANT NOTICE

We are Now Accepting Consignments for Spring 2020
For more information, contact Charles Epting  at 929.436.2800 or email info@hrharmer.com



Terms and conditions
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as num-

bered in the printed Catalog. H.R. Harmer, as agent for the consignor or ven-
dor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner in which the 
bidding shall be conducted. Harmer reserves the right to withdraw any lot 
prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer 
any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to 
the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in 
good faith.

2. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a 
dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor bidder 
and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor), 
the auctioneer alone shall determine who is the successful bidder and whe-
ther to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 
18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer.

3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors 
or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instruc-
tions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those 
of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
(b) All lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer may imple-
ment such reserve price. The auctioneer may implement such reserve price 
by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor.

(c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been advanced monies 
against the sale of their stamps and Harmers therefore has a security interest 
over and above the normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots 
shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as appli-
cable.
(e) Agents are responsible for all purchases made on behalf of their clients, 
unless other arrangements have been confirmed in writing prior to the auc-
tion.
(f ) HRHarmer further reserves the right to ban any bidder from participation 
in its’ sales for any reason deemed appropriate in its’ sole discretion.
(g) HRHarmer retains the right to demand a cash deposit from anyone prior 
to bidder registration and/or to demand payment at the time the lot is Ham-
mered down to the highest bidder, for any reason whatsoever. In the event 
that any buyer refuses or fails to make payment in cash for any lot at the time 
it is knocked down to him, the auctioneer reserves the right to reoffer the lot 
for sale to the highest bidder.

PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4.        (a) Subject to any extension of credit (which shall be made in accordance    
           with Harmers’ credit policies and requested prior to the commencement 
          of the auction), payment for lots shall be as follows:

 (i) Floor Bidders. All floor bidders must register prior to the beginning of sale. 
All invoices to Floor Bidders shall be due on theday of the auction.
(ii) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. 
Payment is due within ten (10) business days of auction. Mailed delivery 
will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Harmers of receipt 
of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges 
for handling and delivery shall be added to your invoice. All shipments 
sent by Harmers are fully insured against loss in transit unless otherwise 
requested.
(iii) Where an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, pay-
ment is still due within ten (10) business days of auction. We will hold the 
funds while we send the items to the recognized authorities.

        (b) Payment is accepted in the form of
(i) Check in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank. If payment is made by check, 
Harmer’s reserves the right to hold shipment/delivery for up to ten (10) 
business days while it clears.

(ii) By wire transfer. Harmers will credit your account with the actual USD s 
credited to our account net of any fees.
(iii) By credit card (MasterCard, Discover or Visa). Payment by credit card is 
accepted as payment but will be subject to a 3% Convenience fee. This fee 
will be added to the total of the invoice including hammer price, buyer’s 
premium, shipping and other applicable taxes and fees.

TITLE; DEFAULT
5.    (a) Subject to the fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein, on 
        the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will pass to the 
     highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer, and such bidder the 
       reupon (a) assumes full risk and responsibility therefore, and (b) will pay 
           the purchase price as set forth in Conditions of Sale 4.

(b) In addition to other remedies available to us by law, we reserve the right 
to impose from the date of sale a late charge of 2% per month if payment is 
not made in accordance with the conditions set forth herein. Unless other-
wise agreed by Harmers, all property must be removed from our premises 
by the purchaser at his expense not later than 10 business days following 
its sale.
(c) If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with by the purchaser, 
the purchaser will be in default and in addition to any and all other remedies 
available to us and the Consignor by law, including, without limitation, the right 
to hold the purchaser liable for the total purchase price, including all fees, char-
ges and expenses more fully set forth herein, we, at our option, may (x) cancel 
the sale of that, or any other lot or lots sold to the defaulting purchaser at the 
same or any other auction, retaining as liquidated damages all payments made 
by the purchaser, or (y) resell the purchased property, whether at public auc-
tion or by private sale, or (z) effect any combination thereof. In any case, the 
purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, 
late charges, expenses of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our re-
gular rates, legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental damages. We 
may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale then due or thereafter be-
coming due to the purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any payment 
made by the purchaser to us or any affiliated company, whether or not intended 
to reduce the purchaser’s obligations with respect to the unpaid lot or lots, to 
the deficiency and any other amounts due to us or any affiliated companies. In 
addition, a defaulting purchaser will be deemed to have granted and assigned 
to us and our affiliated companies, a continuing security interest of first priority 
in any property or money of or owing to such purchaser in our possession or in 
the possession of any of our affiliated companies, and we may retain and apply 
such property or money as collateral security for the obligations due to us or to 
any affiliated company of ours. We shall have all of the rights accorded a secured 
party under the New York Uniform Commercial Code (UCC ).
(d) Payment will not be deemed to have been made in full until we have coll-
ected good funds. Any claims relating to any purchase, including any claims 
under the Conditions of Sale, must be presented directly to Harmer. In the 
event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of the total purchase price for any 
lot and Harmer nonetheless elects to pay the Consignor any portion of the 
sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that Harmers shall have all of 
the rights of the Consignor to pursue the purchaser for any amounts paid to 
the Consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under these Conditions of Sale.

 

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY 
AND AUTHENTICITY
7.    (a) On Premises Inspection and Postal Viewing. Ample opportunity is 
       given for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon  
    written request and at Harmers discretion, for inspection by pos- 
              tal viewing (all as detailed elsewhere in this Catalog).

(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual 
description as modified by any specific notations in this Catalog, including 
but not restricted to the section entitled "Key to Cataloguing”.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described 
may be returned to Harmers within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser 
("Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Har-
mers within four weeks of the date of the auction; however, Harmers may, in 
its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a ge-
nerally recognized authority is desired, the period of time within which a lot 
must be received by Harmers will be extended in accordance with Condition 
of Sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference to a ge-
nerally recognized authority, and Harmers thereupon undertakes to re-offer 
the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning 
Purchaser shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of 
the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subse-
quent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including 
commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is 
disputed, must be returned intact in the condition received by the purchaser. 
The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Harmers: (i) 
lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots exa-
mined by postal viewers; (iii)lots on account of their appearance, if they are 



illustrated in this Catalog; (iv) lots described as having repairs, defects 
or faults— for any reason; (v) U.S. stamps (through 1918) for reasons of 
paper inclusions, (vi) no encapsulated stamps unless originally offered in 
this condition. (vii) Multiple stamp/item lots including sets of 15 or more 
stamps, collections, large lots and group lots, whether certified or not, as 
sold "As Is” and are not returnable for any reason.
(d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by 
a generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is re-
ceived by Harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof 
that a generally recognized authority declines to express an opinion is 
normally grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred in the submission and the return of a lot under 
Conditions of Sale 7-9 are not refunded.

 

EXTENSION OF TIME
8.           All lots to be sent out on extension must be paid in advance and sub 
               mitted by H.R. Harmer.

(a) If a lot is certified by a generally recognized authority to be other 
than as described:

(i) the sale (and the invoice with respect thereto, if outstanding) 
will be cancelled; an
(ii) to the extent set forth in Condition of Sale 9, payment of the 
expense of certification will be made to the purchaser.
(iii) in the event any item "not as described,” the buyer will be re-
funded the purchase price and certification fee up to $500 unless 
otherwise agreed.

(b) Any lot with a P.F. or PSE certificate issued in the last six years is not 
eligible for extension.

 

EXPENSES OF CERTIFICATION
9.        Expenses of certification shall be borne by the purchaser except where 
          a lot is certified other than as described and is returned to Harmers in 
            accordance with Condition of Sale 8.

 

SALES TAX
10.      New York residents will be charged sales tax as well as bidders who pick 
           up at the Live Auction venue or our office without a valid Resale Certi 
            ficate.
 

SHIPPING OF PURCHASED LOTS TO ADDRESSES 
OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
11.    Lots will be shipped by Federal Express (street addresses) or by USPS-

Express Mail (PO boxes) with a minimum fee of US$50 per shipment. If 
you wish to have your purchases delivered by another method, you must 
make your request in writing before the sale. You will need to prepay your 
invoice in full and guarantee that once the package is accepted by the 
postal service or other courier that HR Harmer, GPN Inc. is not liable for any 
loss or damage to the package, and that should any loss or damage take 
place, HR Harmer, GPN Inc. is not obligated to make refund or restitution.

JURISDICTION, VENUE, CHOICE OF LAW:
12.     (a) Dispute resolution shall occur in New York County, New York, USA. 

The provisions of the Conditions of Sale will be construed and disputes 
determined by application of New York Law.
(b) Notice, Service of Process: Buyers agree to accept all notices and ser-
vice of process relating to dispute resolution at the address provided by 
Buyer on any registration forms required to be executed as a condition 
of bidding in our auction.

(c) Dispute Resolution: All disputes and claims arising out of or relating 
to events and actions covered herein, brought by or against us, shall be 
resolved by mediation or binding arbitration in accord with the procedu-
res set forth below. This provision does not apply to claims brought by 
the Buyer directly against the Consignor, including, but not limited to any 
action brought pursuant to the rescission provisions noted above.

 

MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES
13.     (a) Within 30 days of written notice that there is a dispute, the parties or 

their representatives may meet at a time and place mutually agreed 
upon, to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a mediator ac-
ceptable to the parties shall be selected. The mediator shall be an attor-
ney, trained in mediation techniques and familiar with commercial law 
and the UCC. The mediator’s fees shall be shared equally and paid by all 
parties. At the mediation, all parties shall have actual authority to settle 
the dispute. Any statements made during, and all aspects of, the medi-
ation process shall be kept confidential and shall not be admissible in 
any subsequent arbitration or judicial proceeding. Any resolution shall 
be confidential.
(b) I f the parties cannot agree to mediation, or if mediation does not 
resolve the dispute, or in any event no longer than 60 days after re-
ceipt of written notice referred to above, the parties shall submit the 
dispute for binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator jointly 
selected, or absent agreement, selected from the panel of Arbitrators 
provided by the American Arbitration Association (AAA ). If, within 15 
days, the parties cannot agree on an arbitrator, then AAA shall select 
one (1) person as arbitrator in accord with AAA rules. The arbitrator shall 
be an attorney, experienced in commercial law and with the UCC. The 
arbitrator shall be required to follow the law in making his award, and 
the award shall be in writing and shall set forth findings of fact and legal 
conclusions.
(c) The arbitration shall occur within 60 days of the selection of the 
arbitrator, in New York County, New York, unless the parties agree to 
another location. Discovery and the procedure for the Arbitration shall, 
unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, follow the procedures and 
policies of AAA governing commercial arbitration, subject however to 
the following modifications:

All arbitration proceedings shall be confidential. None of the parties nor 
the arbitrator may disclose the existence, content or results of the arbi-
tration without the written consent of all parties.

The parties shall attempt to agree on the issues to be arbitrated, or 
identify the disputed issues in writing no later than 45 days prior to ar-
bitration.

Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, discovery, if any, shall be limited 
as follows:

 (a) Requests for no more than 10 clearly identified categories of docu-
ments, to be provided to the requesting party within 14 days of written 
request therefore;

(b) Depositions: No more than two (2) per party, provided however, the 
deposition(s) are to be completed within one (1) day; (c) Compliance 
with the above shall be enforced by the arbitrator in accord with New 
York law.

Each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to present its posi-
tion. The entire hearing before the arbitrator shall not take longer than 
three (3) consecutive days, unless all parties agree otherwise in writing. 
(d) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 days following 
the end of the proceeding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the 
arbitrator may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. Each 
party shall bear its own attorney’s fees and costs in connection with the 
proceedings and shall share equally the fees and expenses of the arbi-
trator.
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A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

H.R. HARMER
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Please limit my total purchases to:

           $

(not including Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less than $1000 are

respectfully declined.

You may increase my bids by the following
percentage if necessary to win a lot (circle 

one)

10%          20%          30%
 

I understand that bids so increased will be
reduced to conform to normal bidding

intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 18% 
will be added to the total of all purchases.

Please supply shipping address if different from above.

Please bid for me in accordance with your Terms and Conditions 
of Sale, which I have read and agree to. I have indicated below my 
maximum bid for each lot. I understand that you will execute my bids 
at one bid increment over the next highest bid and that you will not 
use my maximum bid unless necessary to secure the lot.

I agree to pay for all purchases immediately upon notification.

I understand a buyer’s premium of 18% will be added to the total of 
my purchases.

Signed______________________________________________

Please charge my purchases to my Master/Visa/Discover Card

Credit card payments will be subject to a 3% convenience fee.
# _________________________________________________
Exp.___________________________CCV#________________
Billing Zip Code:  ______________________________________

BIDS BELOW THE LISTING START 
PRICE WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED
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A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

Up to $100 . . . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $5
$100 to $300  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $10
$300 to $725  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $25
$750 to $1,450 . . . . . . . . . Increase by $50
$1,500 to $2,900. . . . . . . . Increase by $100
$3,000 to $7,250. . . . . . . . Increase by $250

$7,500 to $14,500. . . . . . . Increase by $500
$15,000 to $29,000. . . . . . Increase by $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500. . . . . . Increase by $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  . . . . Increase by $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  . . . Increase by $10,000
$300,000 and up . . . . . . . . Increase by $25,000

Bidding Increments
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